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it’S not only intereStinG, but  

almost imperative that we continually 

look at alternative means of provid-

ing healthcare. One idea which float-

ed for a while at the Louisiana Health 

Care Quality Forum’s 2012 spring 

summit, was the concept of provid-

ing more care for patients in their 

homes. Mark Magee, Md provided a nice outline 

of some of the possibilities, which included tele-

medicine and other technology, to essentially coor-

dinate care without a patient needing to leave the 

comfort and familiarity of their own surroundings. 

When we allow our minds to explore these ideas, 

the potential for solutions are endless.

 during a dinner conversation with a few non-

healthcare people i rather casually mentioned the 

idea of providing care at home through technolo-

gy. The ideas that flowed were not only smart and 

practical, but seemed to provide a sense of libera-

tion, of being allowed to explore systems without 

beginning with the conventional model. some ex-

amples include home testing, video consultation, 

family involvement, and alternative treatment op-

tions. suggested benefits include less expense to 

the system, patient comfort, increased compliance, 

smith W. Hartley
Chief Editor
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you must welcome change 
as the rule but not your ruler.
– dENis WAiTLEy

and better overall coordination of care.

 Benjamin sachs, Md, dean of Tulane’s Medical 

school also noted during LHCQF’s summit, “The 

role of physicians is changing. This role is not about 

providing a diagnosis, but rather providing exper-

tise in the coordination of care.” 

 With all the changes on the healthcare horizon for 

New Orleans, this is an ideal time to begin experi-

menting with some of these concepts. Like any new 

idea, we’ll encounter some roadblocks. But, a well-

conceived test of a home-based model through 

technologically driven coordination of care could 

provide a decent template for the future of health-

care. it could also be relatively inexpensive to design. 

 regardless of the implementation success of the 

Patient Protection Plan, change to the healthcare 

system is inevitable. Most objections to change will 

come in the form of competing self-interests. But, 

in the meantime, it’s important to continually ex-

periment with reworking the systematic puzzle, at 

least in theory, where no one’s interests are actually 

compromised.

 it’s amazing what we can come up with when we 

stop for a moment, breathe, and ponder.
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editoR/smith hARtley: what are some of the character-

istics of an effective nurse manager?

lisA: We are in the process of finalizing our evaluations for our 

management team and one of the documents that we are using at 

the Assistant Vice President (AVP) level and above is the Ameri-

can Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) nurse executive 

competencies. When I reviewed those they really are applicable to 

any level of nursing leadership, so I thought, “I’ll share those.” Be-

cause those are what I see as the required characteristics: 

	 •	 Communication	 and	 relationship	 building	 (that’s	 relation-

ships of all sorts, the physicians, the patients, the families, your 

staff, your peers. I think you cannot undervalue the importance of 

communication and the relationship you build with your staff). 

	 •	 Knowledge	of	 the	healthcare	 environment	 (I	 think	we	are	

becoming much more business oriented in our healthcare envi-

ronment than we’ve ever been and one of the tasks that I have 

is to make sure nurse managers understand what’s going on 

and can represent that well with their staff and that they un-

derstand the whys of what we’re doing, of how it relates to the 

environment. 

	 •	 To	 be	 a	 bigger	 thinker,	 a	 systems	 thinker,	 and	not	 just	 be	

siloed into that one particular area that they are responsible for. 

	 •	 To	 develop	 leaders	 and	 always	 have	 a	 plan	 for	 succession.	

Anything can happen so you always need to have a succession 

plan in place.

	 •	 Managing	 change	 effectively.	We	 are	 constantly	 changing.	

You have to be able to roll with the punches and manage change 

effectively.

	 •	 Professionalism	in	your	demeanor,	in	your	dress,	in	the	way	

you come across. 

So those are some of the things that I think are important. 

demetRius: LSU has developed an emerging nurse leader pro-

gram and we are using those competencies, but when I read the 

question the first thing I began to think about is the manager has 

to have an incredible amount of self awareness to know them-

selves so they can, not only respond, but be able to read the situ-

ation and understand their own reactions. One of the tools we 

use	in	our	program	is	the	Myers-Briggs	Type	Indicator	(MBTI).	

cov e r s to ry
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I also agree communication is the most critical. Interpersonal re-

lationship building is too, but I also see the frontline managers be-

ing transformative. They have to really communicate. They have to 

listen. And I think one of the keys to communication is the listen-

ing—to listen to the issues—and they really have to have their ear 

to the ground to translate that up administration, but also to trans-

late that vision and the strategies being used down from the admin-

istration and really interpret that to the frontline staff. So they are 

really the essential first line link in the administrative system. 

JAnice: One of the elements that I think is key is a sense of emo-

tional intelligence. We do a lot of that training because if you don’t 

have a sense of self it’s very difficult to then be whole enough to 

be able to provide for others. That’s whether you are a leader or 

whether you are a bedside nurse. I think that whole sense of com-

petency, self-competency, self awareness issues—until people re-

ally have a sense of that, it is very difficult for them to acquire 

these other competencies that are things you can teach. There are 

teachable attributes for leadership and then there’s that which 

you come with. It’s back to that old argument of are leaders born 

or are they taught? And I think it’s a bit of both. But at the core of 

it is really a strong sense of emotional intelligence; being able to 

hold up a mirror and critique yourself and your performance and 

being open to that critique from others as well. 

AdonnA: I believe that a leader, whether it’s a nursing manager 

or AVP level, they all have to have a sense of humor and have to 

be able to laugh at themselves and use that to diffuse situations 

that are maybe a little uncomfortable. I believe that storytelling is 

a way that you can truly motivate people and create a vision and 

give them a picture of that vision so that they can grab hold of it 

and go. When we look for managers we really look for people that 

have people skills. We can teach them the intricacies of manag-

ing the areas where they work, but we really need them to have 

people skills so that they can influence others. 

demetRius: Janice was talking about the emotional intelligence 

and the next evolution of that is the social intelligence; to move 

beyond self into social networks and having that knowledge and 

awareness of not only how they interact and the dynamics of that 

social network, but being able to maximize it. 

editoR: with the increased implementation of evidence-

based practice what does that mean for nurses and how 

is that changing the nursing profession?

AdonnA: I think it is a fabulous time to be in the nursing pro-

fession. Evidence-based practice provides a solid foundation 

for practicing the best nursing and healthcare that we can with 

glimpses and assurances of patient outcomes. It’s a wonderful 

time	to	be	part	of	that.	Truly	practicing	evidence-based	medicine	

means	that	you	are	changing	a	lot.	Change	is	part	of	what	you	do,	

but it’s a great time to be in healthcare. 

JAnice: If we look at value-based purchasing and what we are be-

ing held to in terms of outcomes, patient satisfaction, nursing is 

built on a lot of storytelling, a lot of tradition and customs handed 

down,	but	not	really	founded	on	any	science	per	se;	it	was	just	the	

way we’d always done it. So, for a lot of nurses this is a huge shift in 

A Ro u n dtAb le  d i scu ss io n  >>   

lisa colletti
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the way that they understand the scope of practice, how they con-

ceptualize what’s best, but I truly believe nurses can lead health-

care reform and be the stewards of value-based purchasing simply 

because we do have that balance of tradition, of the art of nursing, 

and now this depth of science in nursing as well. 

demetRius: The way I see evidence-based practice is nursing as a 

discipline has not produced the level of science we need to really 

develop the profession, to look at how nursing interventions can 

improve outcomes. So with evidence-based practice we are look-

ing at a lot of information and we are able to use different types 

of knowledge much quicker, to translate them into practice to im-

prove the clinical outcomes we were talking about, rather than hav-

ing to wait years for the research study to be completed and then 

published and then for somebody to hopefully pick up the study, 

critique it, and begin to synthesize it and use it. It’s much quicker 

because we are not only looking at the research, we are looking at 

multiple types of evidence, whether it’s epidemiologic data, infec-

tion control data, financial data. It’s also patient preferences and ac-

tually intuition and the experience of the nurses—what they seem 

to know improves patient care. So it’s really more encompassing.

lisA: I concur with Janice’s statement that we haven’t put the rigor 

that we need into our practice. When you look at medicine and the 

rigor that they put into everything; they don’t change their prac-

tice unless they’ve really tested it and tested it and we don’t have 

that rigor of testing now. For example, we turn patients every two 

hours. Is that the right thing to do or is there another methodology 

that’s better? I think the other thing is for nurses to understand 

why they do what they do and correlating that and then accepting 

change. I think what I’m seeing is the more we can say we believe in 

evidence-based practice, and this is what the evidence shows, and 

this is what we are going to change as a result, and this is why, then 

they	have	a	tendency	to	buy	in	a	little	bit	more	than,	“Oh	this	is	just	

another one of those things that administration wants us to do.” 

editoR: is there an increased need for more interdisciplin-

ary education and communication? 

demetRius: Yes. There’s a huge push. We’re trying to do more 

within the academic setting to get them to communicate and to 

learn how to talk to each other, but not only to talk to each oth-

er, but to really truly understand each of the roles of healthcare 

professionals and how to best utilize, collaborate, and consult 

with each other before they get into the clinical setting. It’s not 

easy because we are all in our silos, each one of the disciplines, in 

trying to meet the curricular demands that we already have and 

then now you are talking about cross education. 

JAnice: It’s interesting how automation is sort of pushing us in 

that direction whether we like it or not. When you look at the 

traditional medical record there were tabs down the side. One 

was	for	social	work,	one	was	for	PT/OT	and	we	didn’t	necessarily	

go into those tabs and read each other’s notes. All of us now are 

in the process of going to a full electronic medical record, which 

really draws upon building on each other’s observations, assess-

ments, and notes. We were talking before about the depart pro-

cess, how to prepare patients for discharge, and part of that, in 

the electronic medical record, is building on each other’s plan, 

making sure the patient understands how each one of the dis-

ciplines is working together to make sure the plan is as solid as 

possible for that patient. So whether we are aware of it or not, the 

electronic medical record is forcing us into having to respect each 

one of the disciplines as part of that patient’s plan of care. 

lisA: And I think the environment now is very focused on and is 

going to continue to go in the direction of transitions of care. As 

we get pushed to keep people out of the hospital and lower length 

of stay it becomes really critical to work people through the hos-

pitals as quickly and safely as possible. That requires the whole 

team to be on it. So that means you need your therapist, your so-

cial worker, your case manager, your respiratory therapist. I agree 

we have a lot of work to do in understanding all the roles and what 

they are capable of doing. Once you get ingrained you understand 

how much training a physical therapist has for example, or the 

training a social worker has, years and years of schooling, and all 

the competencies they have. We don’t maximize that at all. 

demetRius: And understanding those boundaries of the profes-

sions and that they may overlap — that’s not necessarily a bad 

thing. It’s not who can do it better. We can sometimes both work 

to do it better together. 

A Ro u n dtAb le  d i scu ss io n  >>   
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AdonnA: We do multidisciplinary rounds three times a week. 

Those multidisciplinary rounds really are the foundation to 

breaking down the barriers, the silos, to also having multiple eyes 

and ears and folks in attention to the patient so you are hearing 

things about the patient that others are seeing or hearing. It is 

just	a	more	rich	and	more	full	experience	when	you	get	done.	

editoR: is recruitment and retention an issue in nursing?

JAnice: Not here!

lisA: No not here. We’re not having an issue with recruitment. 

In fact, we had a point there where we weren’t even hiring new 

graduates. We do have a concern about taking on too many grad-

uates	simultaneously,	just	because	we	want	to	give	them	a	good	

preceptor experience. And overall our retention rate has been re-

ally good. We have concerns about if the economy ever turns in 

a more positive direction what will happen to our nursing work-

force? We know the charity system’s going to be opening up some 

hospitals and wonder what will be the impact of that. So down 

the road I’m concerned, but right now, no.

JAnice: Actually it’s a delightful time to be a director of nursing 

because we’ve been through some rough times in New Orleans 

after the storm and we couldn’t be very selective. Thank goodness 

there were people here willing to help us. Now, for any position 

we have open we are able to interview and select between 8-10 

candidates, which is really nice. Whereas before you were a little 

more tolerant of nurses who were perhaps really good clinically, 

but maybe didn’t have the people skills we needed to round out 

the patient experience. In terms of retention, we are able to retain 

the ones who are more willing to buy into the culture of service 

for our patients, which is a really good thing. 

AdonnA: I think it is an important time because we can be selec-

tive with our hiring. We all have a rich number of candidates for 

every position posted and the neat thing about it is you can truly 

select the person that may meet the culture better and meet the 

needs of the position better. I’ve been around long enough to re-

member	the	times	when	we	had	to	just	take	whatever	came	in	the	

door and that’s not where we are now; we are at a very nice time.

lisA: And we are in a position to take action if someone’s not where 

they need to be. If you are not a good fit we can move on that, 

whereas in the past it was so hard to find a replacement you tolerat-

ed a lot more. Another thing we are focusing on—the American As-

sociation	of	Critical	Care	Nurses	has	done	a	lot	of	work	on	healthy	

work environment initiatives and we’ve started to really work on 

that, looking at what elements of a work environment are very im-

portant to nurses. What I love about this is we are now able to get to 

a point in our staffing where we are not scrambling all the time so 

we can really focus on some of these things to make it a really rich 

environment for the staff. 

AdonnA: We finally have the time to take the staff to the next 

level where we can look at clinical excellence, evidence-based 

medicine, we can look at all of those things, where before we were 

just	scrambling	to	get	the	shift	staffed.	

demetRius: Speaking from the supply side, we try to meet these 

You know, being on the board I’ll just say it is the vision of 
the board for us to be able to practice to our full scope. So 
it is not the board that is limiting you; it is the value system 

of healthcare in this state that prefers a medical driven 
model of healthcare and that’s where our challenge lies. 
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demands, but we have more applicants and more students (and 

it’s	not	just	LSU),	than	we	can	actually	get	through	the	pipeline.	

So what we’re having to do on our end is really help those stu-

dents understand how they can differentiate themselves in that 

interview process to be the more competitive applicant. If you 

really	want	to	work	there	don’t	just	go	into	the	interview,	know	

something about that institution, about their values and why 

you want to work there. Interview them as much as they are in-

terviewing you because they will be more impressed with you. So 

we are actually focusing on differentiation because the market is 

so competitive right now for the graduates. 

editoR: would you say that the people coming out of nursing  

schools now are adequately trained?

JAnice: I would say they are better trained now than they have 

been perhaps in the previous decade. With that said, they have the 

knowledge, the science, and then it’s up to us to provide them the 

technical skills, but, and we’ve said that already, that’s the easier 

part.	 I	 enjoy	 the	diversity	of	 the	nurses	graduating	 from	nursing	

schools now. Just in gender—nine percent of nurses on our staff are 

male—and	that	just	brings	a	different	richness.	And	making	sure	

our nursing staff mirrors the patient population that we are serving 

is very important—Vietnamese patients, Spanish patients—and it 

goes well beyond language, it’s understanding where they are com-

ing from and what their healthcare morays are, how they perceive 

life and death, and all those things in between. 

AdonnA: I think that critical decision making is something 

that’s hard to teach in school. It’s something that we kind of have 

to learn and that’s the piece that we take on during the preceptor-

ing and during the residency program as they come out of school. 

I think we are up to about 15 percent male nurses and that’s such 

a	fun	thing	to	have—that	diversity	of	male/female	as	well	as	dif-

ferent cultures. It’s kind of exciting. 

editoR: are there challenges right now as far as scope of 

practice for nurses in louisiana? 

demetRius:	I	think	the	(Institute	of	Medicine)	IOM	report	is	re-

ally pushing for us to practice at the maximum boundaries of our 

scope of practice. And we’re trying to educate the students at the 

maximum scope, both the undergraduate and the graduate. It’s 

then a matter of are they going to be able to use their skills? Be-

cause there’s not only trying to prepare them for the immediate 

marketplace, there are national standards that we have to meet, ac-

creditation agencies, essential documents. So we do see that scope 

expanding, not in the technical skills, but in the critical decision 

making that is expected and also in the knowledge about health-

care systems and how they utilize management information, fi-

nancial data, etc. It’s a challenge for us to always adequately prepare 

because	we	still	have	just	four	years	to	get	that	basic	undergrad-

uate out. But I think the push is to let everyone practice to their 

maximum scope and to know the responsibility that goes with that 

scope, especially when you are talking about delegation.

lisA: And to know what that scope of practice is and understand 

both the opportunities and the limitations. 

A Ro u n dtAb le  d i scu ss io n  >>   

demetrius porcHe
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editoR: are there any challenges specific or unique to 

new orleans nurses?

AdonnA:	Having	 come	 from	Texas	 I	 don’t	 think	 the	New	Or-

leans nurses have any different challenges. Healthcare is kind of 

like the world economy; wherever we are, we are still dealing with 

Medicare,	CMS	guidelines,	value-based	purchasing	issues,	meet-

ing all of the reporting data that we need to meet, and it doesn’t 

matter if we are in the West Bank or in West L.A., we are still 

having to meet those same things. The challenges may be, to the 

individual nurse, the unit and the peers that they work with to 

make them comfortable. But that’s no different here than wher-

ever they are. Healthcare really has gone into a kind of national 

arena and we all are the same. The only difference is that they 

may have a heart center, we may have a neuro center, others may 

have a pediatric center. So as we have developed our centers of 

excellence, that’s kind of how the nurses are affected differently. 

But that’s not a regional thing; that’s more of a medicine choice of 

centers of excellence.

JAnice: I think the biggest difference, no matter where it is in 

the States, is the academic setting versus the non-academic set-

ting. If you think of slicing healthcare, if you slice it academic vs. 

non-academic the role of the nurse is different. I know personally 

I	started	my	career	in	a	1200	bed	medical	center	in	Canada	where	

we were a few layers away from staff men, and were more peer 

with the medical students and residents. Whereas in private hos-

pitals such as ours, it’s the nurse and the staff men and nothing 

in between. So the collegial relationship is different depending on 

the environment you are working in.

demetRius: The one thing I would say that we see that could 

possibly be different is preparing that graduate for the differ-

ent	populations	they	are	going	to	see.	I	think	after	Katrina	we	

did have a little population shift and how do you really engage 

that cultural competence? I know that sometimes our students 

struggle with the different populations they have to work with 

and the faculty struggle with helping the students learn how to 

individualize the care. 

JAnice: I’d like to build on that by saying the diversity that I 

see as a struggle for us is the growing population of the elderly. 

There’s not much emphasis in training on the unique needs of the 

elderly population. In our organization 68 percent of our patients 

are	on	Medicare	so	they	have	tremendously	different	healthcare	

needs,	disposition,	discharge	planning,	just	the	whole	sensorium	

of how it changes with age. If we have an opportunity to better 

our training and our experiences it would be along the lines of 

gerontology. 

lisA: I agree with that and I would like to add mental health be-

cause that has been what I have seen as one of the biggest chal-

lenges	post-Katrina	and	with	the	dissolution	of	the	charity	sys-

tem—the	number	of	uninsured,	but	it’s	not	just	the	uninsured,	

that’s not the piece, it is the inability of people to get their mental 

health needs met. They are coming to our emergency rooms in 

crisis and then not having the resources. It’s really a state issue 

probably more than New Orleans, but I’ve seen that evolve since 

A Ro u n dtAb le  d i scu ss io n  >>   

adonna lowe
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Katrina	to	get	worse	and	worse	and	worse.	We	are	working	really	

hard to get the staff to feel comfortable with what they know and 

what they can do, but even the physicians are having difficulty. 

AdonnA:	Mental	health	benefits	for	our	state	have	been	reduced	

greatly. We have a Psych unit and we get calls daily from Alexan-

dria, from Shreveport, from all kinds of places for placement and 

there’s	no	way	because	we’ve	got	a	waiting	list	already	just	sitting	

in our ER. 

editoR: do you feel the nursing profession has enough 

voice in healthcare reform?

demetRius: I think it’s under heard. I think we have a clear pic-

ture, but I don’t know that we are necessarily always at the table. I 

think we have a lot of input that we could be giving not only from 

the clinical side, but we also understand the management side. 

However, I think that voice is under heard. 

JAnice: I think it is underappreciated to some degree when you 

consider theoretically there is going to be 47 million more who 

will have access to healthcare, and with the aging population, 

and then you’ve got a decreased number of physicians from the 

manpower perspective. So in my mind nursing fills that impor-

tant role, but you asked us earlier about retention. Based on ev-

erything I’ve read, within the next five years there’s going to be 

a dramatic shortage in nursing as nursing moves forward to fill 

that gap between the newly enrolled, covered lives and the lack 

of services. Frankly, I think nursing is positioned to do that well. 

When you look at chronic disease and management of life’s is-

sues, nursing can handle that quite well. 

AdonnA:	I	am	going	to	debate	with	you	just	a	hair	on	that	state-

ment. I think nurses have the ability, but I do not think it’s within 

our scope, in Louisiana, in more of an independent model in the 

community-based facilities, to practice good healthcare for the 

chronic diseased patient. Because we practice under the written 

orders of the physician and without those written orders we are 

outside of our scope. There are some changes that our Board of 

Nursing and our Nursing Practice Act could do to assist us with 

that growing demand and I’m not sure they are really there yet. 

JAnice: I think I was referring more to the role of the advanced 

practice nurse in filling that void. I think when you look at the 

nurse practitioner’s curriculum I think it positions them well for 

being able to take care of those chronic diseases. 

demetRius:	You	know,	being	on	the	board	I’ll	 just	say	it	 is	the	

vision of the board for us to be able to practice to our full scope. 

So it is not the board that is limiting you; it is the value system 

of healthcare in this state that prefers a medical driven model of 

healthcare and that’s where our challenge lies. There are several 

practices that we’ve really wanted to consider to let the nurses do, 

but we are continuously challenged. 

AdonnA: Thank you for helping me with that because I am per-

plexed over that. When you look at palliative care for example, 

that could be very much a nurse driven function, but the medical 

And then the other thing that we just implemented is an 
electronic ICU, and that’s a whole other venture that I think is 

exciting in terms of safeguards and safety and putting 
another set of eyes on the patient, but it’s also a place where 

a nurse who can’t manage the physical piece, but has all 
the knowledge, can be channeled. So that’s kind of exciting. 
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model somewhat prohibits it. And yet for physicians overall, it’s 

not an area they have trained in or are very comfortable in. It is a 

natural for nursing, yet it’s not one we can usually do because it’s 

a bit outside our scope. That’s my dilemma.

demetRius: Oh it’s very real. It’s the state we’re in and the health-

care environment. 

AdonnA: Having been licensed to work in eight states, I don’t 

know that Louisiana is different. I seriously believe that our Prac-

tice	 Act	 is	 just	 as	 contemporary	 as	 the	 others,	 but	 that	 said,	 I	

don’t value the contemporariness; I think it needs to be changed. 

I think we need to expand and allow nurses a little more freedom 

at the staff RN level, for certain elements like palliative care. 

JAnice: That goes back to the preparation. Because quite often our 

clinical preparation prepares us for hospital work and hospitals are 

going to become less and less the centerpiece of healthcare. And 

maybe we haven’t transitioned quickly enough to make sure that 

training	looks	beyond	the	walls	of	the	hospital.	Hospitals	are	just	a	

big cost center now. Our challenge is to get them out of the hospital 

and	keep	them	well	and	I	think	we	could	do	a	better	job.	

AdonnA: I think so, too. I think we all have more of a hospital 

model because that’s what we know. 

editoR: How would you say the nursing profession has 

changed over the last 20 years?

AdonnA: I think one of the main routes of change for the nurs-

ing profession has been in the electronic field, the technology, the 

ability to do a lot with technology that we had to do by hand be-

fore. Even to the point of all the lab tests and diagnostics that we 

do at the bedside; all kinds of things like that, that were not here 

20 years ago. And then of course our favorite, the electronic medi-

cal record, that we are all learning to love and to deal with, is truly 

changing our world. The real emphasis of healthcare change is the 

electronics, the technology. 

JAnice: And the ability to practice more safely. We have safe-

guards in place now that we didn’t have even ten years ago. Of 

course then we didn’t know what we didn’t know. We didn’t know 

what we were doing that we shouldn’t have been doing. But as a 

director of a large facility I feel much more comfortable about the 

safety of the practice because we’ve been allowed to implement 

some very key strategies that take some of the human element, 

human error out of it. When people aren’t afraid to make those 

mistakes then they are a little freer to explore better ways of car-

ing for the patient, rather than be caught up with the things that 

should really be quite automated. 

demetRius: I would build off of that by saying that I think part of 

the change is not only understanding the patient and how to deliv-

er care to the patient and practice those technical skills, but under-

standing the systems within which we work. But I would also say 

what’s really driving change, even though we are complaining a lit-

tle about not being able to practice with our full scope, is I think we 

have advanced our scope and we are able to do more things than 

a ro U n dtab Le  d isc Us s io n  >>   A Ro u n dtAb le  d i scu ss io n  >>   

Janice kisHner
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we were able to do before and I think our assessments are valued 

more.	To	complete	a	very	good	assessment	and	be	able	to	report	on	

that—I think it’s getting down to the knowledge level of the nurse. 

We know more now about what we’re doing and how we’re doing it 

and why we’re doing it, and the science behind it, the pathophysi-

ology, the pharmacology. The level of knowledge the nurse today 

has, I think, is much greater. 

lisA: We are also taking better advantage of evidence-based prac-

tice, research, etc. A good example is insulin management. That 

has evolved tremendously and very quickly in the last five years. 

So	nurses	are	checking	glucoses	every	hour	and	adjusting	drips;	

things	we	wouldn’t	even	dream	of	doing	on	a	med/surg	unit	be-

fore. I think the complexity of some of those medications and 

protocols that the physicians are putting in place has allowed the 

nurse	more	critical	judgment,	decision	making,	and	assessment	

skills. A little more autonomy. 

demetRius: We’ve always been seen as the protector and the 

watcher for the patient, but really some of the measures that 

we’ve done now, in nursing, in improving the practice, are really 

centered on patient safety. And I think the value of nursing has 

come forward with those patient safety initiatives. 

JAnice: And the emphasis placed on quality outcomes. We al-

ways felt we should be practicing quality care, but now we have 

to measure it and we have to demonstrate that. Publicly reported 

data, people looking at us, rightly so, the cost of healthcare—we 

invite that scrutiny, but that level of scrutiny was not there ten 

years ago. We need to rise to the occasion and I think we do. 

editoR: what would you say to someone who is considering  

a career in nursing? 

lisA: There is so much versatility—it’s a great time. There are so 

many potential roles as the future comes and as we build all these 

transitions, these programs. Health coaches, for example. That is 

just	a	wonderful	way	to	practice	nursing	that	we	didn’t	really	have	

in the past. We had the community health nursing, but the true 

health coach and the disease management programs that are be-

ing put into place are intriguing. And then the other thing that 

we	just	implemented	is	an	electronic	ICU,	and	that’s	a	whole	other	

venture that I think is exciting in terms of safeguards and safe-

ty and putting another set of eyes on the patient, but it’s also a 

place where a nurse who can’t manage the physical piece, but has 

all the knowledge, can be channeled. So that’s kind of exciting.  

Telemedicine	is	exciting.	To	be	able	to	electronically	monitor	peo-

ple	at	home	and	then	make	adjustments	to	their	care.	So	those	

are	all	to	me	very	exciting	and	challenging	changes.	It’s	not	just	

about the hospital any more; it’s about being a nurse and all that 

can provide. 

JAnice: I think you can age gracefully and still contribute might-

ily. I look around this table and there’s probably 150 years of ex-

perience, but regardless of where we are in our careers we still feel 

valued and can contribute. I think that’s from the moment you 

graduate to the moment you decide if you want to go into some-

thing else. 

demetRius: I would say it is transformative. What it is now is not 

what it’s going to be. We are currently changing, but it’s not going 

to look the same even in five years. 

AdonnA: I am passionate and I love it, but nursing is one of the 

only professions I know where you can work three days a week, 

make very good money, work in 50 states, anywhere you want, 

be very mobile, and in many places set your own schedule. I don’t 

know of many other careers that allow you the personal freedom 

that nursing does. The beauty of nursing is you can teach, you can 

do patient care, you can do anything. 

lisA: In terms of advice, the other thing I would offer is if you re-

ally don’t know, go shadow a nurse, go see what it’s really like out 

there. Because there is a difference between school and practice. 

Reality shock really does exist. So really understand what the op-

portunities are, really investigate the options of where you want 

to go before you dive in.

A Ro u n dtAb le  d i scu ss io n  <<   
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A Wrap-Up 
of the 2012 

Legislature’s 
Impact on 
Healthcare

Squealing in on two wheels, with just hours to spare, the 

Louisiana Legislature wrapped up what was by many 

accounts a contentious session. Of course, that is al-

ways somewhat to be expected when a budget has to 

be hashed out, but the arguments 

were particularly heated in these lean 

times. Where healthcare was con-

cerned it was a bit of a wild ride, too. 

There were even bouts of billboard 

warfare surrounding certain pieces 

of proposed legislation. Undoubtedly 

there were important issues at stake, 

but even among the healthcare com-

munity, the budget took top billing. 

>>
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The Senate became the healthcare heroes of the hour when they 

repealed the cuts and allowed the use of non-recurring monies 

to address the shortfall. The Senate version is what ultimately 

passed in the waning hours of the session, but the problem with 

being the hero of the hour, is the glory is usually short-lived. 

While hospitals and other healthcare entities breathed a sigh of 

relief that they were spared…what happens next year when there 

is no one-time funding available? Ripping off the bandaid then 

may be even more painful than the original cut. Of course, the 

hope is that by then the economy will have rebounded, the new 

managed Medicaid program will be saving the state money and 

the Legislature will not need to turn to its habitual victims. We 

don’t recommend holding your breath...it’s bad for your health. 

The budget wasn’t the only thing being bandied about the Capi-

tol this session, though. Literally dozens of bills had potential 

healthcare impacts. Depending on varying points of view, these 

were good, bad or ugly. Here are the highlights.

As anticipated, the Legislature’s initial budget proposal took aim at its 
customary victims—education and healthcare. Significant proposed 
cuts had the healthcare community on edge and protesting that further 
decreases to already depleted funds would lead to closures of facilities 
and reduction of services. Unswayed, however, the House submitted 
its budget with the cuts intact, arguing that government needed to get 
leaner. The House strenuously resisted the proposed use of one-time 
funds to pad areas that were growing threadbare. 
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 Act 410 HB 693 by Rep. Cromer (R-Slidell) requires a 

 health insurance issuer that provides coverage for can-

cer treatment to provide for coverage of prescribed orally admin-

istered anti-cancer medications on a basis no less favorable than 

intravenously administered or injected cancer medications. In 

addition, health insurance coverage of orally administered anti-

cancer medications shall not be subject to any prior authoriza-

tion, dollar limit, copayment, deductible, or other out-of-pocket 

expense that does not apply to intravenously administered or in-

jected cancer medications, regardless of formulation or benefit 

category determination by the health insurance issuer.

 Act 538  SB 176 by Sen. Buffington (R-Keithville)  

 expands the definition of “medical malpractice” to in-

clude those actions that arise out of decisions made by healthcare 

providers concerning “Do Not Resuscitate” orders. The Second Cir-

cuit Court of Appeal has held in several recent cases that the deci-

sion made by a healthcare provider whether to follow a purported 

DNR order fell outside of the realm of what was protected under 

the medical malpractice act. This meant that liability was unlim-

ited in the event a provider resuscitated and it could be shown that 

a valid DNR order existed. This legislation places those decisions 

under the auspices of medical malpractice and therefore caps the 

liability risk healthcare providers could possibly face.

 

 Act 47 HB 108 by Rep. Hoffmann (R-West Monroe)  

 provides for a membership position for the LSMS in the 

Health Works Commission, which is tasked with serving as a col-

laborative working group to integrate and coordinate resources 

relative to healthcare workforce development within various state 

departments and key organizations. 

 

 Act 318 SB 231 by Sen. Murray (D-New Orleans)  

 requires that health insurance issuers use a standard-

ized prior authorization form for prescription drugs. Testimony 

in the insurance committees revealed that many plans use a very 

large number of different forms (one plan uses over 200 differ-

ent prior authorization forms). The vast number of possible forms 

creates an administrative nightmare for many physicians and in-

creases administrative costs. This legislation would require that 

each plan develop a standardized form no longer than 2 pages in 

length to be used for all prescription drug prior authorizations.  

 Act 360 SB 235 by Sen. Fred Mills (R-New Iberia) 

 will require the Department of Health and Hospitals to 

consult with all parish and municipal entities to identify funds 

received from any source other than the state dedicated or used 

to provide healthcare. Sen. Mills stated in committee that he filed 

the bill because he knew of potential local sources of funding that 

he would like to explore to maximize healthcare funding. 
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 Act 600 HB 866 by Rep. Abramson (D-New Orleans) 

 and SB 239 by Sen. Murray (D-New Orleans) recreates 

the Medical Disclosure Panel which had been abolished in 2008 

and the functions moved into the Department of Health and 

Hospitals. The purpose of the panel was to develop standardized 

lists of accepted medical risks which may be used in obtaining in-

formed consent. The bill allows the use of medical disclosure lists 

by healthcare providers as an acceptable method of obtaining in-

formed consent for medical treatment. The panel will include six 

physicians, one of whom shall be a hospital employed physician. 

The panel will develop informed consent forms notifying patients 

of the possible known risks to patients of medical procedures. 

 Act 620 SB 86 by Sen. Buffington (R- Keithville) will 

 clarify that the reporting requirement mandated by the 

Sanitary Code does not in and of itself create any generalized duty 

to warn on the part of the physician. This legislation makes it clear 

that simply because a physician is required to report to the state the 

existence of a communicable disease, this by itself does not impose 

a duty on the physician to warn other third parties with which the 

patient may come into contact. This is critically important as the 

state is, and should be, the only entity in the position to lead any 

type of public response to an outbreak of a communicable disease.

 Act 651 SB 378 by Sen. Mills (D-New Iberia) allows 

 a pharmacist to administer the Zoster and Pneumococ-

cal immunizations without a prescription from a physician. Pro-

viders who opposed the bill are concerned that pharmacists may 

seek future scope of practice expansions.

 Act 725 SB 88 by Sen. Buffington (R-Keithville) re-

 quires state agencies to publish on their respective websites 

public notice of their rulemaking activities. Under prior law, there is 

a lapse in the public notice requirements for the rulemaking process. 

The Department of Health and Hospitals promulgates a large num-

ber of rules and regulations every month which makes this is-

sue extremely important for the healthcare provider community.  

 

 Act 772 SB 320  by Sen. Martiny (R-Metairie) requires

  that when certain mid-level healthcare providers present 

themselves to a patient using the title of “Doctor” or the abbrevia-

tion “Dr.” that they also use a suffix which sufficiently describes the 

type of licensure held or the degree that they have obtained.

 
 Act 857 SB 758 a substitute for SB 571, by Sen. Fred 

 Mills (R-New Iberia) creates a pilot project for DHH Re-

gion IV (Lafayette) healthcare service district. The original bill 

would have allowed for taxing authority to support the state-

owned charity hospitals, which would have conflicted with many 

service district hospitals. The Louisiana Hospital Association 

worked with Sen. Mills and LSU in the Senate to amend the bill 

to allow for local solutions for care of the uninsured while not en-

croaching on existing service districts. 

 Act 860 SB 763  by Sen. Jack Donahue (R-Mandeville), 

 a substitute bill for SB 560, clarifies the intent of the 

Workers’ Compensation statute to eliminate jurisprudence that 

claimants should be given broad, liberal construction in their 

favor; changes timelines on the determination of the employ-

ees weekly wage and payment of benefits and to allow disagree-

ments about indemnity benefits to occur without penalties if re-

solved fairly and promptly; and increases other cash indemnity 

payments from thirty to fifty thousand dollars. The original bill 

would have allowed the payors to take over the medical delivery 

for workers’ compensation by setting up exclusive networks and 

would have eliminated provider protections and penalties for 

underpayments. All provisions dealing with providers and their 

payments were amended out of the bill. >>
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 HB 429 by Rep. Kirk Talbot (R-River Ridge) was  

 initially filed as a balance billing prohibition on non-con-

tracted hospital-based physicians and was heavily opposed by the 

provider community. The Department of Insurance (DOI) sought 

to drastically amend the bill by offering a substitute bill with lan-

guage that would have required hospitals to provide estimates to 

patients for services expected to be received by non-contracted hos-

pital-based physicians based on the expected DRG and would have 

required the physicians to provide that type of charge information 

to hospitals annually. The bill was voluntarily deferred in the House 

Committee on Insurance and died.

 HB 612 by Rep. John Bel Edwards (D-Amite) would 

 have eliminated the requirement that medical review 

panels determine whether healthcare providers complied or didn’t 

comply with the appropriate standard of care “as charged in the 

complaint.” Providers were concerned that the elimination of “as 

charged in the complaint” would have led to a lack of specific allega-

tion, and require panels to establish the allegations for the plaintiff. 

Died in House Committee.

 HB 908 by Rep. Harold Ritchie (D-Bogalusa), which 

 would have given the DOI rate review and approval au-

thority over health insurance issuers, was involuntarily deferred in 

the House Committee on Insurance. The bill would have required 

health insurers to file proposed rates with the DOI and would have 

allowed the Department to determine if those rates were reasonable 

and justifiable and issue a subsequent approval or disapproval. This 

legislation was in response to a requirement of the Affordable Care 

Act that requires states to have a rate review process in place. Died 

in House Committee.

 HB 951 by Rep. Willmott (R- Kenner) and Rep. Patrick 

 Williams (D-Shreveport) would have allowed nurse prac-

titioners the ability to practice independently without having to en-

ter into a collaborative practice agreement with a physician. The bill, 

which was strenuously opposed by LSMS and other physician groups, 

was deferred by the House Committee on Health and Welfare.

 HB 1161 by Rep. Katrina Jackson (D-Monroe), the  

 Hospital Bill Payment Fairness Act, would have required 

hospitals to offer discount programs for qualified patients; to screen 

patients for eligibility for a discount program; and to offer install-

ment plans to qualified patients with a maximum interest rate of 3 

percent. The bill was scheduled to be heard in the House Health & 

Welfare Committee but was not heard at the request of the LHA and 

withdrawn from House Files.

 SB 207 by Sen. Dan Morrish (R-Jennings) would have 

 authorized the DOI to institute a rate review process as 

called for by the Affordable Care Act of 2010 and subsequent regula-

tions issued by the Department of Health & Human Services (HHS). 

SB 207 went through numerous changes in an effort to bring the bill 

into compliance with the Affordable Care Act provisions. The legisla-

tion was sent to conference committee on June 3 where it died. >> 
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 SB 310 by Sen. Eric Lafleur (D-Ville Platte) would have 

 prohibited out-of-network physicians from billing for 

emergency services. It would have required these physicians to ac-

cept the greatest of three state mandated rates: the health plan’s 

in-network rate, the health plan’s out-of-network rate, or the 

Medicare rate. DOI proposed that this bill was to address a prob-

lem where consumers purchase health insurance and through no 

fault of their own they see an out-of-network physician and re-

ceive a bill. Several physicians and the LHA testified that this bill 

would be an unprecedented interference in private contracts and 

government rate setting that would completely destroy the con-

tract market for these physicians. The LHA further testified that 

this was a health insurance product issue and that the appropri-

ate course of action was not to unfairly advantage health plans 

and harm physicians, but to ensure that networks that are sold 

in the state are adequate and for health plans to better communi-

cate with their customers. Died in Senate Committee.

 SB 446 by Sen. Karen Carter Peterson (D-New Orleans) 

 would have prohibited primary care providers from dis-

criminating and refusing treatment to an individual with men-

tal illness. The bill originally applied to all healthcare providers, 

but hospitals were amended out of the bill on the Senate side. 

When SB 446 reached the House Health and Welfare Committee, 

all healthcare providers were amended back into the bill. House 

Health and Welfare Chairman Scott Simon made the motion to 

defer the bill, and the committee voted to do so.

 SB 629 by Sen. Ronnie Johns (R-Lake Charles), the  

 Coordinated Care Network Transparency Bill, required 

the Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals (DHH) to re-

port on an annual basis, beginning Jan. 1, 2013, to the Senate 

and House Committees on Health and Welfare specific informa-

tion related to the implementation of the Bayou Health Medic-

aid Managed Care and the Louisiana Behavioral Health Partner-

ship and Coordinated System of Care programs. The data to be 

reported centered around three broad areas: cost, outcomes, and 

administrative burden. Unanimously passed but vetoed by the 

Governor.

SOUrceS: 
Louisiana State Medical Society 
Louisiana Hospital Association
2012 Louisiana State Legislature

For complete details 
on all legislation 
filed during the 2012 
session please visit 
the Louisiana State 
Legislature website at 
http://www.legis.state.
la.us/.
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The Doctor 
    is Not In...

Reform Will Highlight Shortage of 
Primary Care Physicians
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If it survives, the new health reform law is expected 
to create 32 million more insured Americans, according to the 

Congressional Budget Office. The federal government plans to ex-

pand Medicaid to low-income adults and subsidize purchases on 

the health insurance exchanges when it requires most Americans 

to carry insurance in 2014.

However, an insurance card will not mean much to patients with-

out providers to care for them.

Louisiana will have 530,000 more insured residents because of 

reform, according to an Urban Institute analysis.

A primary care physician is the first contact for people with undi-

agnosed illnesses. They include family physicians, pediatricians, 

and internal medicine doctors. Primary care physicians’ share of 

the U.S. healthcare dollar is only 7 cents. However, primary care 

doctors control 80 cents of the healthcare dollar by sending their 

patients to hospitals, referring them to specialists, and handing 

out prescriptions.

The U.S. has about the same number of physicians per capita as 

other industrialized nations. However, the U.S. has far fewer pri-

mary care physicians than specialists. They make up about 50 

percent of the physician workforce in most other developed na-

tions, compared with 35 percent in the U.S. 

The number of U.S. specialists per capita has risen dramatical-

ly since 1965, while the ratio of primary care physicians has re-

mained relatively constant, because they earn as much as three 

times more income. The outlook is for more of the same: greater 

scarcity of primary care and a growing supply of specialists.

Massachusetts reformed its state healthcare system in 2006, giv-

ing the nation a glimpse of what is to come when access to health 

insurance is expanded without expanding the supply of primary 

care. The average wait for a non-urgent appointment with an in-

ternist rose from 17 days in 2005 to 48 days in 2011. Less than 

half of family physicians there are accepting new patients, com-

pared with 70 percent four years ago.

Massachusetts has about 108 primary care physicians for every 

100,000 residents, compared with only about 68 per 100,000 in 

Louisiana. This ultimately suggests an even longer wait locally. 

The primary care workload is expected to increase by nearly 30 

percent between 2005 and 2025. A number of factors feed this de-

mand, including a growing population, a flood of baby boomers be-

coming Medicare beneficiaries and acquiring medical conditions as 

they age, and the newly insured because of the reform law. 

However, the supply of primary care physicians is expected to 

rise by only 2 to 7 percent. Three out of four physicians say they 

are already at or over capacity. The math screams that there will 

be a crisis of healthcare access in the next 15 years. Expect longer 

waits for appointments, shorter physician visits, greater use of 

non-physicians for routine care, and higher prices.

The U.S. trains about 16,000 doctors a year. The nation would 

have to increase that number by 6,000 to 8,000 annually for 20 

years to meet expected demand.

Adding to the sense of urgency is the fact that about one out of 

four Louisiana physicians is age 60 or older. 

About 30 percent of Louisiana residents currently live in federally 

designated primary care shortage areas. Physicians tend to clus-

ter in areas where supply is already high rather than where the 

need is greatest. About 80 percent of new physicians in the 1980s 

and 1990s did this. They like affluent areas with well-insured pa-

tients, high-tech hospitals and civic amenities that offer a better 

quality of life. These high-income enclaves are also home to the 

nation’s healthiest people. 

Most do not want to recognize that healthcare is rationed. It is 

done so by lack of insurance. Health reform is expected to rectify 

that, but it will exacerbate a new form of rationing: the doctor is 

not in.  

Steve Jacob is a veteran healthcare journalist and author of the new book Health 

Care in 2020: Where Uncertain Reform, Bad Habits, Too Few Doctors and Skyrock-

eting Costs Are Taking Us. He can be reached at steve@unitedstatesofhealth.com.
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telemedicine
Brings 

Literal Meaning
to ‘‘ICU’’
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StudieS are clear on the fact that 

the presence of intensivists (physicians 

specializing in critical care) on ICU floors 

improves patient outcomes and can 

decrease length of stay. So you would 

presume that every ICU would have one, 

right? Well, the fact is there just aren’t 

enough to go around. 

There is a distinct shortage of critical care docs and 

nurses in this country and those we have tend to 

be found at academic medical centers or urban hos-

pitals, leaving smaller community hospitals and 

rural hospitals at a loss. In fact, according to a re-

cent study, fewer than half of the nation’s ICUs are 

staffed by intensivists. Even those hospitals that 

can manage to lure an intensivist or two onto their 

roster don’t typically have enough to cover a busy 

ICU 24/7. Even in an ICU well-staffed by both criti-

cal care physicians and nurses they can’t be at each 

bedside constantly. Or can they?

Telemedicine, which has been a solution to medical 

access issues for years, is now creating a presence in 

ICUs across the country. Touted as a patient safety 

measure, remote ICU monitoring of the kind recent-

ly adopted locally by Ochsner at several of its hospi-

tals can also alleviate staffing issues in the face of 

critical care specialist shortages and provide 24/7 

access to those specialists for facilities with no or 

too few  intensivists on staff.

Ochsner’s LifeWatch Critical Care Telemedicine uti-

lizes software and continuous remote monitoring 

technology from Phillips VISICU. This consists of 

both an electronic and a two-way audio/video link 

between each patient’s ICU room and a remote site 

staffed continuously by board-certified critical care 

specialists (generally an intensivist and two critical 

care nurses). 

Upon admission to the ICU the patient is added to 

the LifeWatch system meaning the remote site has 

full electronic access to not only the patient health 

record, but also lab results, diagnostic tests, and 

bedside monitors. Changes in the patient’s condi-

tion such as an elevated heartrate, a change in res-

piration, or an abnormal lab result will trigger at-

tention, not only on the ICU floor, but also at the 

remote site. The idea is that the constant moni-

toring provides additional eyes and ears on every 

patient and allows ICU staff to address any issues 

proactively before they become life-threatening 

problems. Although a single VISICU remote site 

by  k a r e n  s ta s s i
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fully backed up by an emergency generator and the technology is 

completely mobile so the remote monitoring site can be moved, 

if necessary, in the case of a disaster. It has the ability to monitor 

150 ICU beds across the Ochsner system. LifeWatch went live at 

Ochsner Medical Centers in Kenner, Baton Rouge, and Baptist in 

March. Ochsner Medical Center-North Shore will implement the 

system this summer, with the WestBank ICU following suit in 

October. In addition, Ochsner plans to offer the system as a re-

source to other community and rural hospitals that could benefit 

from enhanced critical care staffing. 

According to Phillips VISICU, approximately 300 hospitals in 30 

states are currently utilizing the remote eICU services to monitor 

more than 300,000 patients annually. 

can monitor as many as 150 ICU beds, 

the advantage to the remote monitoring 

site is that the specialists have no other 

clinical responsibilities to distract them. 

In the interests of patient privacy there 

is no recording capability on the in-room 

cameras and the audio/visual capacity 

is disabled unless there is a triggering 

event or a staff member at bedside ini-

tiates the conversation by pressing a red 

call button. A chime will sound indicat-

ing the camera is enabled. It can then 

zoom in and rotate to all areas of the room allowing staff at the 

remote site to see who is in the room, read monitors, or observe 

the patient. A large in-room screen displaying a live image of the 

remote specialist allows for natural interaction and conversation 

between that person and bedside staff, family members in the 

room, or even the patient if he/she is alert. That way a concern or 

question can immediately be addressed by a specialist no matter 

the time of day or night. In addition, the eICU provides health 

systems with the opportunity to standardize care across all ICUs 

and ensure that every patient is receiving every protocol. 

Ochsner’s remote LifeWatch site, dubbed “the bunker,” is locat-

ed in the New Orleans area because of the availability of special-

ists there to staff it. However, the secure second floor facility is 

With intensivists in high demand, scheduling becomes a key factor. A 

recent study out of the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine found 

that the presence of an intensivist on the ICU floor at night significantly 

reduced patient mortality in ICUs that were not staffed by critical care 

physicians during the day. However, in ICUs with robust intensivist staffing 

during the day, keeping a critical care doc on staff at night did not 

affect patient mortality numbers. The study looked at patient outcomes 

and intensivist staffing between 2009 and 2010 at 34 community and 

academic hospitals.

The study was conducted by Jeremy M. Kahn, MD, associate professor, Department of 
Critical Care Medicine, Pitt School of Medicine; David J. Wallace, MD, MPH; Derek C. 
Angus, MD, MPH; and Amber E. Barnato, MD, MPH, all of Pitt’s Department of Critical 
Care Medicine; and Andrew A. Kramer, PhD, of Kansas City, Mo.-based Cerner.

Staffing 
STUdy

specialists monitor icu rooms from 
ochsner’s “bunker” in new orleans.
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‘‘ •  Meal preparation

•  Help with personal hygiene

•  Medicinal reminders

•  Light housekeeping

•  Transportation to/from appointments

•  Companionship

“What would we have done without you? Sandy 

and Paula, I just want you to know how much I 

appreciate your work with my mother and me. You 

were always so accommodating... Please know that 

I will continue to recommend PHS to family and 

friends. Thank you so much for being there for us.” 
—Myra r. Wood

“The caregivers from PHS have provided a much 

needed and welcome relief for our family and have 

shown great compassion and patience. Vicki has 

accepted them as her good friends and they have 

cared for Vicki with that level of love and attention. 

Their care has allowed her to maintain her dignity 

and self esteem.” 
—richard daviet

services

   Personal 
Homecare

PHS

PHS is one of the first non-medical services 

specializing in live-in care and working in 

conjunction with doctors, healthcare providers, and 

hospices to provide continuous around-the-clock 

care without the worry and expense of hourly 

services. all of our clients called us because 
someone they trusted told them about PHs.

Call 877-336-8045 today for more information 
www.personalhomecare.net

“Thank you for all your kind words, sincere care, 

and much appreciated services. We could not have 

made it without you. We will always be ready to 

recommend you highly to anyone...

 We could leave Daddy with tremendous 

confidence that he was in excellent hands...” 

—aMy, cindy & Butch

“PHS has provided companionship for Mother for 

over two years now... Janice and Denny have been 

able to bring happiness back into her life... They are 

Mother’s friends...

 Thank you and your staff for making the past 

two years so comfortable for Mother and assurance 

to the family that she is in the best of care...” 

—JaMeS t. SeSSionS

words of 
  affirmation 
 for PHS...
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A visit to the emergency room is always fraught 

with uncertainty on many fronts except one, 

there is almost certainly going to be a long 

wait. Among New Orleans emergency depart-

ments (EDs) however, new technology, more 

effective use of personnel, and streamlined  

triage systems are decreasing wait times and 

increasing patient satisfaction. >>

by jEnnifER gaRcia

 The
Waiting
 Game
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Emergency visits have increased at twice the rate of the U.S. 
population with 136 million visits to the ED in 2009 accord-
ing to the American College of Emergency Physicians.1 Faced 
with an aging population and an increase in the prevalence of 
chronic illnesses, these numbers are likely going to increase, un-
derscoring the importance of reliable and efficient emergency 
departments.

According to the 2011 Press Ganey Pulse Report, New Orleans 
area emergency departments were ranked among the top 10 met-
ropolitan areas in patient satisfaction.2 This is in large part due to 
ramped up efforts to decrease delays by embracing new technolo-
gies and management plans that will ultimately make a trip to 
the ED a less stressful one. 

Barriers to flow
The causes of delays in the ED can be numerous and may vary be-
tween facilities and even from day to day. Efficiency in the emergen-
cy room is directly impacted by the performance of other depart-
ments and one common problem is scarcity of inpatient beds due 
to high hospital census rates. Over half of all hospital admissions 
come through the ED, so fewer available beds means more wait-
ing.3 “Patients can’t really believe that there’s not a bed upstairs. Or 
it might be the wrong kind of bed. You can’t go to a Med/Surg unit if 
you need telemetry,” says Cheryl Carter RN, Director of the Emer-
gency Department at East Jefferson General Hospital (EJGH).

Kerry K. Milton, Senior Vice President/Chief Nursing Officer at St. 
Tammany Parish Hospital (STPH), agrees that the type of bed a 
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patient requires can also affect throughput. “Be-
havioral health or psychiatric diagnoses are the 
ones that are more difficult to find placement 
for. We’re not a psychiatric facility and so when 
one of those patients does require additional 
treatment at one of those facilities it takes a 
while to find a location to send that patient.”

Other factors that may contribute to delays 
are patients waiting for test results or diag-
nostics prior to discharge as well as limited 
access to specialists for consultation during 
off-hours. 

streamlining the process 
Significant delays in the ED can have the 
biggest impact on quality of care as well as 

patient satisfaction, so trying to decrease wait times is a top pri-
ority for ED managers. According to Joseph Guarisco, MD, Sys-
tem Chair of Emergency Services, Ochsner Health System, stan-
dard registration is about an 8 minute process and triage another 
10 minutes. “If you come to our emergency department you’re go-
ing to get registered in about 10 seconds and triaged in about a 
minute so, within 2 minutes, you should be past the traditional 
bottlenecks and truly able to see a provider,” says Guarisco.

To ensure that those with the most urgent problems are seen first at 
STPH, everyone is evaluated by an RN as soon as they come in the 
door. “Getting to a physician in under 30 minutes would be the goal 
and triage should be as immediate as the patient enters the build-
ing,” says Milton. 

The ED at West Jefferson Medical Center (WJMC) sees rough-
ly 4500 patients a month according to Angela Greener, Chief 

Information 
lessens anxiety 
and patients 
are less likely 
to bristle about 
wait times if 
they are kept 
informed of 
where they are 
in the process.
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people are in the ED and the wait times as well 
as how many beds are available.”

Patients who are awaiting test results be-
fore they can be discharged can also disrupt 
throughput in the ED. To help alleviate some 
of this congestion, hospitals are turning to spe-
cialized waiting areas. If a patient does not re-
quire a bed, these areas provide an ideal space to 
await test results while still being monitored by 
the nursing staff. These areas can also be used 
for other purposes such as for patients who sim-
ply need to finish receiving an intravenous dose 
of antibiotics or need to be monitored for any ill 
effects following an injection.

At WJMC, “We have a lounge area where pa-
tients can comfortably wait for test results 
prior to discharge from the emergency room,” 
says Greener. In addition to an overall ED ex-
pansion, STPH is currently developing a re-
sults pending space “so those patients that have 

Administrative Officer. Bedside registration 
and computerized patient tracking helps im-
prove efficiency. “We have an emergency room 
electronic medical record that tracks the pa-
tient from the time the patient presents to the 
door and to every stage of their care through 
the emergency room. That emergency room 
record is then fed into our hospital electronic 
medical record,” says Greener.

At EJGH, says Carter, a hospital-wide system 
called teletracking is used to give transparen-
cy to which beds are open and which beds are 
coming open. Additionally, the house super-
visor, otherwise known as the “bed expedit-
er”, oversees patient movement to make sure 
rooms are turned over quickly. 

By September of this year, new software will 
be in place at all New Orleans Ochsner facili-
ties to track patient flow, says Guarisco. “It 
allows people on the floor to see how many P
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seen a physician and have had appropriate di-
agnostics and testing done, and those who can 
sit comfortably in an upright position, have an 
area to wait for results,” adds Milton. 

flexible staffing—leveraging talent 
and performance 
While it is impossible to plan for every even-
tuality, hospitals can gather information 
about what the busiest times are historically 
and plan accordingly. “Most people don’t re-
alize that ED visits and ED demand are ex-
tremely predictable,” says Ochsner’s Guaris-
co. Being prepared for increased demand and 
staffing appropriately is one the keys to de-
creasing patient wait times in the ED. 

For most EDs, late afternoon and early eve-
ning tend to be the busiest times of day due 
to decreased access to primary care physi-
cians. An ability to staff the ED appropriately 

during these times, as well as flexibility in 
calling upon resources from other parts of the 
hospital, is crucial to minimizing delays and 
making sure patients are well cared for. 

At STPH, says Milton, if wait times to see a 
doctor go beyond 30 minutes, the house su-
pervisor is called to help direct flow and ad-
ditional ICU personnel are called on to help 
with patient care. 

The ED at EJGH has a nurse who is avail-
able to be deployed to the waiting area dur-
ing busy times. “We work with nurse-driven 
or physician-driven protocols, so there is set 
testing to do for certain complaints so that if 
we don’t have a room, we can begin the work 
up,” says Carter.

Hospitals have found that having a physician 
or advanced healthcare provider as part of P
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Information lessens anxiety and patients 
are less likely to bristle about wait times if 
they are kept informed of where they are in 
the process. At STPH, white communication 
boards are used in each room to keep patients 
abreast of wait times for diagnostics and lab 
tests, says Milton. The name of the patient’s 
RN and/or physician are also written here so 
the patient is aware of who their contact per-
son is. Within the ED at EJGH, “We’re work-
ing on a patient portal so patients will have 
more transparency at their fingertips eventu-
ally,” says Carter. 

Keeping patients involved and wait times 
short also means there will be fewer people 
that leave without being treated (LWBT). 
“We strive to see every patient, but there are 
always going to be those patients who are not 
acutely ill and feel like it’s not worth waiting 
to see a physician. We make every effort to 

the triage team helps get patients evaluated quickly. “We have a 
unique staffing model that’s involved in our qTrack system. We 
use mid-levels and physician extenders to try and filter that care 
that doesn’t require a board certified emergency physician,” says 
Dr. Guarisco. “This allows for a lot more staffing and resources at 
the front end of the ED to immediately address concerns and im-
mediately get to that question—does the patient have an emer-
gency or not?”

People are watching
With the proliferation of smart phones and smart phone appli-
cations, finding out the wait time in the local ED is now easier 
than ever. Many local hospitals post their ED wait times in real 
time on their website and have even created smart phone apps. 
While there are those who believe this kind of advertising is 
marketing to those patients who don’t really need to be there, 
others feel that it has helped workflow and ultimately led to bet-
ter patient care. 

“Sometimes things are less than urgent, and patients are usually 
really good at knowing when they don’t have an emergency, but 
they need something done. We’re hoping that wait times on the 
web allow patients to look at the wait times and divert themselves 
to a facility that has a little more capacity and maybe a shorter 
wait time,” says Ochsner’s Guarisco. 

Real time internet data like this helps the ED staff as well as the 
patients. “When I’m at home or on call, I click on it to get a sense 
and I can tell honestly how busy we’re getting based on the time,” 
says Milton.

While not yet available in the New Orleans area, some hospitals 
around the country are using services which allow patients to 
send a text to local emergency departments to instantly receive 
the current wait times, hours of operation, and direct contact 
information.4 

Keeping patients informed
According to the most recent Pulse Report from Press Ganey, be-
ing kept informed of delays and setting appropriate expectations 
is closely linked to patient satisfaction within the ED. “That’s one 
of the big issues I think—patients not knowing. It’s like going to 
a restaurant and not knowing when your table might be ready,” 
says Guarisco.

clocKWisE fRom toP lEft cheryl carter, rN, Director 
of the Emergency Department, EJGh; Kerry 
milton, senior Vice President/chief Nursing Officer, 
sTPh; Angela Greener, chief Administrator, 
WJmc; and Joseph Guarisco, mD, system chair 
of Emergency services, Ochsner health system.
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assist them to follow up with a clinic or primary care physician 
where applicable,” says Greener. 

The national benchmark for LWBT is 2% or less and local emer-
gency departments are hitting and, in some instances, surpass-
ing this mark. At STPH for example, the LWBT percentage was 
1.9 for the first 2 months of 2012, while at some local Ochsner fa-
cilities the average is 0.5-0.7%. “To drive patient satisfaction you 
need to have under 2% and that’s our goal as an organization,” 
adds Dr. Guarisco. 

What the future holds
The idea that people should not be expected to wait for prolonged 
periods of time in the ED is so important that newly constructed 
emergency facilities may not even have a waiting room at all. The 
goal is to have patients evaluated immediately upon arrival and 
either treated and discharged or admitted to a room or internal 
waiting area. 

Another big change will be the pay for performance initiative 
mandated by Congress and which will be overseen by the Centers 
for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). Under the program, set 
to begin in 2013, acute care hospitals will be given value-based 
incentive payments based on how well they perform on specific 
quality measures or how well their performance improves dur-
ing a defined time period.5 Recognizing that how long a patient 
has to wait to receive care can play a critical role in patient out-
comes, 5 of the 300 performance measures involve wait times in 
emergency departments. “So whether hospitals around the coun-
try want to or not, they’re going to have to pay attention to this,” 
adds Guarisco. 

conclusion 
As ED management continues to evolve, a patient’s experience in 
the ED may be vastly different than what has been the traditional 
“hurry up and wait” scenario. Everything from registration to tri-
age to where a patient is initially evaluated is being scrutinized in 
an effort to improve throughput. “I think it’s a culture shift for the 
public to understand that you’re not always going to be put into a 
traditional emergency room to be seen. There are other areas you 
can be seen in,” says Carter. The overriding goal however, is to 
make sure everyone sees a provider as quickly as possible. “Mak-
ing people wait is not the humane thing to do and as an industry 
we need to get to patients faster,” says Guarisco. With a new atti-
tude towards patient care, constantly tracking performance and 
refining protocols, New Orleans area emergency departments are 
trying to make long waits in the ED a thing of the past.

rEfErENcEs

1http://www.acep.org/content.aspx?id=82401&terms=emergency%20
departments. Accessed march 30, 2012.

22011 Press Ganey Pulse report. Emergency Department Patient 
satisfaction. Press Ganey and Associates, Inc. 

3http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/hospital.htm. Accessed march 30, 2012.

4http://www.zdnet.com/blog/health/texting-your-emergency-room-for-
wait-times/466. Accessed march 28, 2012.

5https://www.cms.gov/hospitalQualityInits/01_Overview.asp#TopOfPage. 
Accessed march 28, 2012. 
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In the past few months, schools of medicine 

and allied health across the state graduated a 

new class of health care professionals and clini-

cians. Many of these will remain to practice here 

in Louisiana. This new generation is being thrust 

into one of the most uncertain times in the history of our na-

tion’s health care system. Not only are technological advances 

fundamentally changing the way their profession is practiced, 

but there exists enormous uncertainty about what the year 2014 

and the implementation of the Affordable Care Act will bring. 

Health Care Lacks
a Sputnik Moment

ut to me, there is a much bigger picture to be con-

sidered – a much more pressing and fundamental 

issue which we face. Having served now for nearly 

by Bruce D. Greenstein

Secretary’s
Corner

yet these young men and women 

are expected to make rational deci-

sions about their own professional 

futures amidst this volatility. 

two years as the Secretary of the Louisiana Department 

of Health and Hospitals, I’ve had the opportunity to see it 

first-hand. While I don’t have a clinical education, I’ve al-

ways maintained a strong personal interest in health care, 

and more importantly, in people’s health. Those two things 

don’t exactly have the same meaning. Health care is some-

times the antithesis to health, for those in good health 

require little health care. And too much health care, or 

duplicative or inappropriate health care, is neither healthy 

for the patient or the wallet. And the problem is that our 

system is built to deliver and finance health care, not pro-

mote good health. 

Consider that the average health care cost for a family 

of four in our country has more than doubled in the last 

10 years. Americans are utilizing more health care than 

B
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ever – but yet we only become less healthy with each passing year. 

In 1994, only two states breached the 20% threshold of obesity 

among adults. By 2010, not a single state had a prevalence of obe-

sity among its adults lower than 20%. Twelve states primarily 

clustered in the Deep South boasted rates of over 30%. 

As our engineering friends will tell us, a system is per-

fectly designed to produce the outputs that it does. For 

generations, we’ve graduated health care profession-

als into a perverse system that incents greater uti-

lization of health care services, and we’ve gotten 

exactly what we should expect. And I expect it 

will continue to happen until this country choos-

es health – not health care – as a priority.

What we are missing is a Sputnik moment. 

Let’s go back to October 4, 1957. The Soviet 

Union has just launched Sputnik I, the world’s first 

artificial satellite. America watched in shock as we were 

quite literally left behind by the Russians. That launch be-

came the rallying cry of a generation, and it launched a momen-

tous space race. President John F. Kennedy further ignited the 

movement through his famous speech in 1961. With this catalyst, 

we ushered in a new era of technological and scientific advance-

ment. Our country began producing math and science majors in 

unprecedented numbers. Twelve years after that launch, we put a 

man on the moon. 

It took a momentous event – a shock to the system – to rally 

our country to a cause of change. But our health is different. Our 

country is suffering a slow death of obesity, diabetes, and other 

chronic diseases. Where is our Sputnik moment? Will it come, or 

will we simply wake one day and realize it is too late, and we will 

have lost our nation’s future competitiveness in the global market 

to fried food and sedentary lifestyles. 

Every speech I give, every statement I release, every message 

we craft – carries the same theme: own your own health. For 

health care professionals, that responsibility weighs even heavier 

– for your patients will not only look to you for their health care, 

they will take from you examples for their health. 

There is no legislation that we can pass to make people make 

better choices for their health. To be sure, we will have launched 

some of the most fundamental reforms of our state’s health care 

system in just the last few months. And while I believe that those 

reforms lay the foundation for better health in Louisiana, I know 

it’s not enough. We need each other – as policy maker, as provider, 

as family member, as consumer – we are each integral to the re-

forms that are needed to get our country off the predictable path 

to poor health outcomes.

We can’t afford to wait for a Sputnik moment. Every day, we 

must seize the opportunity to not only provide health care, but 

teach health – to those we care for, our colleagues, our family, our 

congregations, and our communities. Hopefully, one day we’ll fix 

the payment system, and we’ll perfect our health care delivery 

infrastructure. Then, perhaps, the incentives will be aligned with 

the desired outcomes of good health. 

But each day, until that day, we have to remind ourselves that 

our country, and in particular this state, is on a predictable path 

to poor health. To my clinical friends both old and new: use today, 

this year, this point of your career, as the time to make that call 

to arms. 

Bruce D. Greenstein is Secretary, Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals
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STATE

New Medicaid Program 
Director for DHH
In June, ruth Kennedy took over as loui-

siana Department of health and hospitals 

(Dhh) Medicaid Director. she replaced Don 

Gregory who had served as Medicaid direc-

tor since 2010 and retired June 21st after 36 

years of public service. Kennedy, who also 

has been with the state more than 30 years, 

was previously Medicaid deputy director 

and BaYoU health project director. 

RTI International to Study 
Hurricanes’ Effects on Children
a new study recently launched in louisi-

ana and Mississippi will look at how living 

conditions – such as storm-damaged hous-

ing, FeMa-supplied trailers, and unaffected 

housing – have impacted the health of chil-

dren living in areas affected by the storms. 

led by rtI International, the children’s 

health after the storms (or chats) study, is 

funded by the U.s centers for Disease con-

trol and Prevention and will examine and 

compare the health of Gulf coast area chil-

dren who may have come in contact with air 

pollutants associated with living conditions 

after the storms.

as part of the study, rtI and its local part-

ners will monitor and record the experienc-

es, symptoms, and illnesses of children ages 

three through 15 to assess health effects and 

to determine if these children are more like-

ly to get sick from contact with air pollution. 

chats will include both children who have 

been healthy since the hurricanes as well as 

those who have been ill.

chats is currently funded for a three-

year feasibility study prior to potentially 

launching the full-scale study. one purpose 

of the feasibility phase is to find out if the 

people in the Gulf coast area are willing 

to participate in another study. During this 

phase, 420 children from pre-selected fam-

ilies that have been randomly chosen from 

the new orleans and Baton rouge areas of 

louisiana and the Gulfport and Biloxi areas 

of Mississippi will be enrolled and monitored. 

the full-scale study would include children 

living throughout louisiana, Mississippi, tex-

as, and alabama.

the study team will perform in-person in-

terviews, measure and monitor environmen-

tal pollutants, and track the participants’ 

health over a number of years. Using innova-

tive research designs and newly developed 

technology, the study will assess seasonal 

variation in pollutants and compare person-

al, indoor, outdoor, and central-site monitor-

ing data.

local partner organizations assisting rtI 

with chats include the louisiana Public 

health Institute, lsU health sciences center 

new orleans, the lsU Interim hospital core 

laboratories, and the coastal Family health 

centers. additionally, rtI initiated a chats 

community advisory Panel, composed of 

local stakeholders and community organiza-

tions, to assist with outreach related to the 

study. Panel members and partners include 

the children’s health Fund, coastal Fam-

ily health center, community center of st. 

Bernard, Kingsley house, louisiana Public 

health Institute, lsU health sciences center, 

Mary Queen of Vietnam community Devel-

opment corporation, neighborhood Part-

nership network, Pearlington Impact asso-

ciation, the steps coalition, and Visions of 

hope, Inc.

For more information about the study, 

please visit https://chats.rti.org.

 HEAlTHCAREbriefs
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DHH Holds Off on Extending 
Claims Processing Cycle
the louisiana Department of health and 

hospitals decided not to move forward with 

the final phase of a new Medicaid check write 

schedule, which would have pushed Medic-

aid claims payments toward an approxi-

mately 21-day cycle by the start of the new 

fiscal year. Medicaid claims will continue be-

ing paid on the current 14-day schedule. Dhh 

said the move was in response to concerns 

expressed by providers that the additional 

hold time would be disruptive to their busi-

ness practice

Veterans Health Care System 
to Boost Mental Health Staff
secretary of Veterans affairs eric K. shinseki 

recently announced the department would 

add approximately 1,600 mental health cli-

nicians as well as nearly 300 support staff 

to its existing workforce. locally, the Va es-

timates that 14 clinicians and three support 

personnel will be hired to support mental 

health operations at southeast louisiana 

Veterans health care system. Funding has 

now been distributed to slVhcs and recruit-

ment is underway.  

currently, 125 mental health clinicians and 

support staff work locally supporting south-

east louisiana Veterans. with each addi-

tional mental health care provider, a facility 

could potentially reach hundreds more Vet-

erans battling mental illness. 

BAYOU HEAlTH Quality 
Committee Formed
the louisiana Department of health and 

hospitals has formed a BaYoU health 

Quality committee to provide oversight and 

monitoring of the state’s new Medicaid pro-

gram. the 19-member committee includes 

healthcare quality experts, advocates, pro-

vider organizations, and representatives of 

the five BaYoU health Plans whose role is 

to advise Dhh on best practices, provider re-

lations, ongoing quality improvement mea-

sures and recommendations for changes to 

BaYoU health’s structure as appropriate. 

the committee also includes representatives 

of both the senate and house health and 

welfare committees.

the committee will meet at least quar-

terly, and more often as necessary. Meetings 

will be open to the public, with meeting dates 

and minutes published online at www.Mak-

ingMedicaidBetter.com.committee members 

include:

• Rodney Wise, MD, Medical Director, 

louisiana Medicaid (chairman)

• Sonya Nelson, Executive Director, 

amerigroup (BaYoU health Plan)

• Yolonda Hill-Spooner, MD, Medical Di-

rector, lacare (BaYoU health Plan)

• Karenlyn Dawson, MD, Plan Medical Di-

rector, louisiana healthcare connections 

(BaYoU health Plan)

• Michael H. Dickey, PhD, Director of 

clinical Quality, United healthcare (BaYoU 

health Plan)

• Stewart Gordon, MD, Chief Medical Di-

rector, community health solutions (BaYoU 

health Plan)

• Representative Scott Simon, Chair, 

house health & welfare committee

• Chris Wroten, MD, Doctor of Optom-

etry, Designee, senate health & welfare 

committee

• John A. Vanchiere, MD, Pediatric Infec-

tious Disease specialist

• Rebekah Gee, MD, Project Director, DHH 

Birth outcomes Initiative

• Sandra Blake, PhD, Director, Office of 

outcome research & evaluation, University 

of louisiana at Monroe - college of Pharmacy

• Joe Rosier, CEO, Rapides Foundation

• James Hussey, MD, Medical Director, 

louisiana Behavioral health Partnership

• Ron Ritchey, MD, Chief Medical Officer, 

eQhealth solutions (louisiana’s Medicare 

external Quality review organization)

• Bryan G. Sibley, MD, Pediatrician, spe-

cialized on children with special health needs

• Justin Bennett, Rural Nurse Practitioner

• Mary Noll, Director of Case Manage-

ment, hca Mid america, louisiana hospital 

association representative

• Lyn Kieltyka, PhD, Epidemiologist, CDC 

representative working with Dhh Maternal 

and child health Program

• Maitland Deland, MD, Radiation Oncolo-

gist, President and ceo, oncologics, Inc.

Health Standards 
Section Relocates 
the louisiana Department of health and hos-

pitals’ health standards section has moved to 

a new state office in downtown Baton rouge. 

the health standards section licenses health-

care facilities to operate in louisiana and 

certifies these facilities for participation in 

Medicare and Medicaid. the section will now 

be located on the second floor of the Galvez 

Building, 602 n. Fifth street, in Baton rouge. 

the Galvez Building is across the street from 

Dhh headquarters in the Bienville Building.

the section’s mailing address, P.o. Box 

3767, Baton rouge, louisiana, 70821-3767, 

main phone line, 225-342-0138, and fax line, 

225-342-5073, will remain the same. 

People’s Health Selects 
eQHealth for Care Coordination 
eQhealth solutions has been selected by Peo-

ples health network (Phn) to provide train-

ing support to Phn’s team members who pro-

vide assistance to hospitalized members. the 

training program pairs a health coach with 

a Peoples health nurse case manager, and 

guides them through the educational pro-

gram that helps each individual throughout 

their hospitalization and following discharge.

In 2011, eQhealth created and success-

fully completed a pilot coaching program 

   

‘‘...With each additional mental 
health care provider, a facility could 
potentially reach hundreds more 
Veterans battling mental illness...
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for Peoples health members and nurse case 

managers at east Jefferson General hospi-

tal. the success of that pilot led to Peoples 

health selecting eQhealth to provide train-

ing support for all of its nurse case managers 

network-wide.

lSU Telemedicine Boosts Access
with a click of a mouse, lsU telemedicine 

gives patients in rural louisiana access to 

quality subspecialty care, removing the ob-

stacles of the time and cost to travel to ma-

jor medical hubs in new orleans and Baton 

rouge. the hubs also benefit from this tool, 

used to full effect at the lsU lallie Kemp 

regional Medical center in Independence. 

lallie Kemp patients not traveling to lsU 

clinics in new orleans or Baton rouge for 

appointments leave those slots open for 

others, increasing access there as well.

ten lsU doctors in new orleans at Ilh are 

the primary telemed service providers, offer-

ing a total of 36 hours of clinic a week for 

lallie Kemp, with an additional 14 lsU physi-

cians available for service. 

Close to 100 Recognized 
at Summit
according to eQhealth solutions, measur-

able improvements in healthcare quality are 

being made in louisiana. In May the local 

quality improvement organization recog-

nized 98 louisiana healthcare providers with 

the capstone Quality award at its Quality 

summit. these healthcare providers repre-

sented 24 hospitals, 27 home health provid-

ers, 31 nursing homes, and 16 physicians.

the capstone Quality awards are based on 

select criteria and measured improvements in 

the specified clinical areas that are identified 

by the federal centers for Medicare & Med-

icaid services, or cMs. For award details see 

louisianaqio.eqhs.org/summit 2012.

AlA: louisiana’s Air 
Quality Improving 
the most recent american lung associa-

tion’s state of the air report demonstrated 

improvement in air quality throughout loui-

siana. several cities were listed as among the 

cleanest in the nation for particle pollution, 

known as PM 2.5, with Monroe-Bastrop listed 

as one of the top seven cleanest cities in the 

nation for PM 2.5 and ozone combined. 

no parishes were listed in the top 25 for 

most polluted for PM 2.5. however, the Baton 

rouge Metropolitan statistical area (Msa) 

was listed as the no. 24 most ozone polluted 

city. this Msa includes east and west Baton 

rouge, east and west Feliciana, st. helena, 

Pointe coupee, livingston, ascension, as-

sumption and Iberville Parishes. this same 

area is listed as one of the cleanest cites for 

PM 2.5. Despite the fact that Baton rouge is 

listed as ozone polluted, the number of actu-

al high ozone days has decreased significant-

ly according to DeQ secretary Peggy hatch. 

lOCAl

St. Bernard Schools 
Asthma Friendly
the louisiana Department of health and 

hospitals commended three louisiana 

school districts in May for achieving asth-

ma-friendly designation. according to Dhh, 

Desoto, east Feliciana, and st. Bernard par-

ishes have implemented policies to help their 

students breathe easier and better. 

according to 2009 louisiana hospital In-

patient Discharge Data, asthma is the third 

leading cause of hospitalization for children 

under the age of fifteen. the 2009 Youth 

risk Behavior surveillance system found 

that more than 22 percent of louisiana high 

school students reported having missed at 

least one day of school due to asthma.

to combat these alarming statistics, 

Dhh’s asthma Management and Preven-

tion Program implemented the asthma 

Friendly schools Initiative in the four loui-

siana regions that have the highest asthma 

prevalence and hospitalization rates - new 

Leonard J. Chabert Medical Center staff members, Tonia Chauvin, RN Supervisor; Stacey 
Pellegrin, RN; and Shanna Ledet, RN,MSN, receive the Louisiana Capstone Quality Award from 
Sue Sihvonen, RN, eQHealth Solutions Quality Improvement Specialist. 

Debbie Leone, Senior Communications Specialist 
and Kelo McKay, Director of Infection Control, 
Quality, and Risk Management display Lakeview 
Regional’s Capstone Quality Award.
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orleans area, capital area, and the north-

west and northeast. 

the selected schools are supporting stu-

dents and staff with asthma; adopting asth-

ma-friendly policies and procedures; coor-

dinating services with physicians to increase 

asthma action plans for all students with asth-

ma; and providing continued asthma educa-

tion for students and staff in collaboration 

with the asthma Management and Preven-

tion Program.

Diagnostic Imaging 
Joins Pipeline 
Diagnostic Imaging services (DIs) has joined 

Pipeline healthcare holdings II, a move that 

allows DIs to continue providing high-quality 

outpatient imaging and radiology services to 

citizens in the greater new orleans area. 

Diagnostic Imaging services has locations 

in Metairie, new orleans, and Marrero and of-

fers a wide range of services, including MrI, 

ct, Pet/ct, ultrasound and x-ray, in addition 

to its women’s imaging such as mammog-

raphy, hysterosalpingograms, breast MrI, 

and biopsies. DIs also expanded its radiolo-

gy subspecialists to include neuroradiology, 

thoracic (chest), musculoskeletal, women’s 

health, and interventional imaging. 

lSUHSC to Address Mental 
Health in Oil Spill Areas
lsU health sciences center (lsUhsc) new 

orleans has been provisionally awarded a 

$14.4 million grant over five years from the 

$36 million in total funding through the BP oil 

spill settlement agreement to fund mental 

and behavioral health treatment and longer-

term supportive services to people and com-

munities affected by the Deepwater horizon 

oil spill. Dr. howard osofsky, Professor and 

chairman of Psychiatry, and Dr. Joy osofsky, 

Professor and head of the Division of Pediat-

ric Mental health at lsUhsc new orleans, are 

the project leaders of the Mental and Behav-

ioral health capacity Project in louisiana. 

the mental health project is one of the 

four projects that make up the Gulf region 

health outreach Program developed by BP 

and counsel representing certain plaintiffs 

in the Deepwater horizon litigation in the Us 

District court in new orleans. supervised by 

the court, the program is funded with $105 

million from the BP Deepwater horizon Med-

ical settlement. 

lsUhsc will work together with its part-

ners in four states to provide the immediate 

and critical mental and behavioral health ser-

vices that are needed while the Primary care 

capacity Project is planning and implement-

ing its efforts to increase the mental and be-

havioral health capacity of FQhcs (feder-

ally qualified health centers) and community 

health clinics. the team will also work with 

the Primary care capacity Project to devel-

op FQhcs and community clinics into high-

quality “one-stop shops” for primary care and 

mental and behavioral health care once the 

short-term treatment services are completed.

BioInnovation Center 
Touts Research
the new orleans BioInnovation center re-

cently shared information on some of the 

successes their tenants are having. here are 

a few notable achievements:

reactwell, a clean tech company pioneer-

ing a novel platform for converting algae to 

synthetic oil, took home the prize of $20,000 

after competing in tulane University’s 2012 

Domain companies new orleans entrepre-

neur challenge this april. with the support of 

a team comprised of graduate students from 

tulane University and the new orleans Bio-

Innovation center, reactwell’s founder, Bran-

don Iglesias succeeded in proving the com-

pany’s validity and ability to contribute to the 

local job market to a panel of judges repre-

senting a diverse group of interests. 

new orleans based company, Body evo-

lution, launched a new website this month 

called emer.ge (emer.ge) to help women as-

sess both healthy and unhealthy body imag-

es depicted in recent media. Using the site’s 

Body Image Voice application, users upload, 

rate, and comment on recent advertising al-

lowing consumers to vocalize opinions and 

shape discussions regarding the way beauty 

is portrayed in today’s consumer society. 

the creators of emer.ge developed the ap-

plication to not only change the way individ-

uals internalize popular images but also to 

change the way they set goals for achieving 

physical standards of beauty. 

after closing its seed funding at $385,000 

this May, the new orleans based biotech 

company, Bioceptive, announced that a more 

accessible and safer method for intrauterine 

device (IUD) insertion is on the horizon. Bio-

ceptive has been working close to two years 

on a solution to address adverse effects as-

sociated with traditional IUD insertion tools 

such as a perforation of the uterus during in-

sertion and accidental expulsion and also to 

improve access to contraception. By incor-

porating a higher level of accuracy and lower 

potential for perforation, Bioceptive has de-

veloped a patent pending prototype for IUD 

insertion that makes the tool easy to use by 

health care professionals across the globe.

Tulane Graduates First 
Class of BR Trained Docs 
tulane University school of Medicine and Ba-

ton rouge General celebrated the inaugural 

graduation of tulane’s Baton rouge leaD 

academy class, marking the first time in the 

school’s 177-year history that a portion of its 

graduating class spent their formative hospi-

tal training years in Baton rouge.

tulane and Baton rouge General Medical 

center established the leaD (leadership, 

education, advocacy and Discovery) acad-

emy two years ago to allow medical students 

to spend their third and fourth-year clinical 

rotations based at Baton rouge General’s 

Mid city hospital. 

the inaugural graduation was accompa-

nied by the presentation of the first eugene 

Berry, MD, outstanding student award, 

which recognizes a medical student from 

the Baton rouge leaD academy graduat-

ing class for outstanding performance in the 

areas of scholarship, professionalism, leader-

ship, research, and includes a $500 gift. the 

award went to Gregory Mitchell, who plans to 

complete his residency training in urology at 
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tulane University school of Medicine in new 

orleans. the award was named for Dr. eu-

gene Berry, distinguished tulane University 

school of Medicine alumnus and recently re-

tired surgeon, who was instrumental in de-

veloping and supporting the creation of the 

Baton rouge General Medical center satellite 

training campus.

lSUHSC Graduates New 
Members of Healthcare 
Work Force
students from lsU health sciences center 

new orleans’ six professional health schools 

graduated during the 138th commencement 

on May 17, 2012 at the University of new or-

leans lakefront arena. Graduates included 

students from lsU health sciences center 

new orleans’ schools of allied health Pro-

fessions, nursing, Public health, Graduate 

studies, Dentistry and Medicine.  

the ceremony included awarding the first 

PhD degree to a graduate in the lsUhsc 

school of Public health. More than 800 stu-

dents completed their degree requirements 

this academic year. this commencement will 

bring the total number of degrees and certif-

icates awarded by lsU health sciences cen-

ter new orleans to 35,030.

Miscenich Recognized by DDD
the Downtown Development District recent-

ly recognized aaron Miscenich, ceo of the 

new orleans BioInnovation center, with the 

Downtown Inspiration award during their in-

augural Downtown nola awards presenta-

tion. recipients of the awards, including local 

individuals, businesses, and organizations, 

were acknowledged for their accomplish-

ments and efforts in making Downtown new 

orleans a better place to live and do busi-

ness. Miscenich, specifically, was awarded 

for his inspiring contributions to the devel-

opment of the local biotechnology and life 

sciences economy.

as President of the new orleans BioInno-

vation center (noBIc), Miscenich brought the 

vision of a biotechnology incubator in new 

orleans from concept to reality. Beginning 

with an empty lot on canal street, Miscenich 

helped grow the project into a 66,000 square 

foot facility, complete with state-of-the-art 

wet labs, offices and conference space. with 

over 20 current tenants, ranging from bio-fuel 

manufacturing to genetic testing, noBIc has 

developed a stimulating entrepreneurial envi-

ronment to support and guide these startup 

technologies, most of which are derived from 

locally-based universities.

North Oaks Encourages 
Future Healthcare Force
the Istrouma area council of the Boy scouts 

of america recently recognized Medical ex-

plorer Post 940, chartered by north oaks 

health system, for outstanding service to 

youth and as the largest post in the coun-

cil. the north oaks Post gives students, ages 

14-20, an opportunity to study healthcare 

career possibilities through a career fair, 

meetings conducted by medical profession-

als, and direct observation during winter and 

spring school breaks.

During the 2011-2012 school year, the Post 

attracted 54 explorers from southeastern 

louisiana University and 12 livingston, st. 

helena, st. tammany, tangipahoa and wash-

ington Parish high schools. collectively, they 

logged 285 learning hours.

the 2012-2013 year will kick off in octo-

ber 2012 with a meeting for newcomers. For 

more information on the Medical explorer 

program, call north oaks Volunteer services 

at (985) 230-6811.

CRBS Brings in Nationally 
Renowned Tattoo Artist
the center for restorative Breast surgery 

(crBs) announced that once a month na-

tionally renowned tattoo artist, Vinnie Myers, 

will provide his services to crBs patients. 

Myers is sought after for his areola repig-

mentation, or nipple tattooing, which is of-

ten the final step in the breast reconstruction 

process for women who have undergone 

breast cancer surgery. 

Myers has treated over 3000 breast can-

cer survivors by using precisely mixed pig-

ments to create realistic looking 3-D nipples. 

this type of tattooing is an alternative to nip-

ple/areola reconstruction, giving the 3-D il-

lusion of a raised nipple without additional 

surgery. tattooing can also be performed 

in conjunction with nipple reconstruction to 

add the pigmented areola. additionally, this 

procedure can aide in the masking of nipple 

reconstruction scarring. 

Guy Recotta Jr., chairman of the North Oaks Board of Commissioners; Malissa Gonzalez, North 
Oaks Volunteer Coordinator and Medical Explorer Post Advisor; and Stan Dameron, Friends of 
Scouting Steering Committee Chairman at the Istrouma Area Council recognition ceremony for 
Medical Explorer Post 940.
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This year has been one of progress and partner-

ships for the Louisiana Health Information Ex-

change – LaHIE. When LaHIE was launched in 

November 2011 at the conference for the Louisiana 

Chapter of the Healthcare Information and Man-

agement Systems Society, in attendance were 

state health officials and industry leaders. Joining 

them were David Callecod, Chief Executive Of-

ficer of Lafayette General Medical Center (LGMC), 

and Jared Lormand, Vice President of Informa-

tion Technology and Chief Information Officer at 

Opelousas General Health System (OGHS), whose 

hospitals in the Acadiana region piloted LaHIE. 

Louisiana’s Health Information 
Exchange: Progress and Partnerships

aHIE went live in December 2011. 

An initiative of the Louisiana Health L Care Quality Forum, LaHIE is 

the mechanism that allows for the secure 

exchange of health information among 

authorized providers and across Louisi-

ana’s health care system to help improve 

patient safety, quality of care, and health 

outcomes. Its launch marked a milestone. 

Addressing launch attendees, Brenda 

Ikerd, the Forum’s Health Information 

Technology Director, noted, “There has 

been extensive involvement with many 

stakeholders, and they are excited that it is 

now a reality. We are one of the first states 

in the country to be doing it. The successful 

exchange between the two pilot hospitals 

created secure, real-time access to informa-

tion for high quality patient care. LaHIE is 

the next critical step in Louisiana’s journey 

to advance health information technology 

and connectivity.”

 Throughout Louisiana many doctors 

and other providers are currently transi-

tioning from paper records to electronic 

health records (EHRs). For example, the 

by Cindy Munn

Quality
Correspondent
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Louisiana Health Information Technology 

(LHIT) Resource Center reached its initial 

goal of enrolling 1,042 priority primary 

care providers in the state in December, as 

part of the national effort to accelerate the 

adoption of EHRs. 

 Nationwide, the Centers for Medicare 

and Medicaid Services (CMS) announced 

that 225,765 eligible health care provid-

ers and hospitals were actively registered 

to adopt EHRs in a meaningful way, as of 

March 2012. These providers and hospitals 

are building the foundation for a fully-elec-

tronic health care system that will enable 

Americans to have access to their personal 

EHR by 2014. 

 LGMC has affiliations with nine hos-

pitals throughout Acadiana. Becoming an 

early adopter and first mover of this tech-

nology was important for several reasons. 

“As we looked at this technology, it was 

very important for us to think about ways 

in which we could communicate informa-

tion across the system from ER to ER, from 

hospital to hospital, in order for us to get 

clinical and demographic information on 

these patients to make it easier for all of 

the health systems to exchange key infor-

mation about patient care,” says Callecod.

 In January 2012, LGMC began imple-

mentation of their new EHR system. To 

date, more than 85% of their Comput-

erized Physician Order Entry has been 

implemented, “which leans to this new era 

of technology where health systems and 

physicians are exchanging information, 

reducing the amount of information the 

patient has to provide, as well as hopefully 

reducing the number of duplicative studies 

and unnecessary work that has been hap-

pening because of the lack of communica-

tion among systems.” Callecod adds that 

any information technology (IT) system is 

not without challenges, “but we have great 

support from the Forum as well as the IT 

departments at both facilities. What we’ve 

seen is a wonderful improvement of the 

exchange of information about patients 

from Opelousas General to Lafayette and 

then vice versa. Opelousas and Lafayette 

General are the two largest hospitals in 

Acadiana, and so it has really helped us 

improve care.” 

 In June, LGMC plans to introduce its 

patient portal that will allow patients to 

directly access information about them-

selves, their conditions, their lab tests 

and financial information. Callecod looks 

forward to the planned summer rollout 

of the state’s interface within LaHIE that 

will allow hospitals to send their informa-

tion about immunizations and syndromic 

surveillance to the state-level data reposi-

tories. Callecod says he and his hospital 

colleagues, “are very excited about this new 

development, of the support of the Louisi-

ana Department of Health and Hospitals 

(DHH), the vision of LaHIE, and what the 

Quality Forum is doing to improve the care 

that we deliver here in our hospitals.”

 Lormand recalls when the Forum ap-

proached OGHS to help pilot LaHIE. “We 

felt that it was a huge opportunity to con-

nect our community hospital to larger 

health systems in the state. We were espe-

cially excited because of our clinical affilia-

tion with Lafayette General Medical Cen-

ter on cardiology and neuroscience service 

lines,” says Lormand. 

 Being a three-campus health system, 

Lormand notes that it was an asset to share 

data between their emergency depart-

ments. “Providing our physicians, on both 

ends of the spectrum, access to patient 

diagnostic information at their fingertips 

has improved access to information, and 

will ultimately improve the health care that 

we give,” he explains. “OGHS recently at-

tested to Stage 1 Meaningful Use, and our 

medical staff was instrumental in helping 

us achieve this goal. Many of the Stage 1 

requirements engage clinical practices that 

involve physicians, and their participation 

is paramount to meeting the standard.”

 Responses from patients and fam-

ily members have been positive, adds Lor-

mand, with patients taking notice of the 

hospital’s technology advances, “especially 

after visiting other facilities that have yet 

to acquire it. They are now expecting their 

medications to be barcode-scanned every 

time medication is given. That is a huge ad-

froM top 
David Callecod, 
Lafayette General 
Medical Center; 
Jared Lormand, 
Opelousas General 
Health System; and 
Linda Deville, bunkie 
General Hospital.
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vancement in improving quality care and 

reducing medication errors.

 “We are looking forward to having a 

richer exchange by including more hospi-

tals and care providers. Ultimately giving 

patients access to their health information 

within the exchange is vital to its sustain-

ability,” he says. 

 Bunkie General Hospital, located in 

central Louisiana, has 25 medical beds, 

eight psych beds, and owns two rural 

health clinics. It serves patients in Avoy-

elles, St. Landry, and Evangeline Parishes. 

One of the first hospitals in Louisiana to 

use telemedicine, the hospital has received 

the American Heart Association’s Get with 

the Guidelines Heart Failure Silver and 

Gold Performance Achievement Awards. 

In the July 2011 Healthgrades ratings, 

Bunkie was among the 48 Louisiana hospi-

tals ranked top in the nation. Bunkie also 

ranked in the top 10 hospitals in Louisiana 

for pulmonary services based on three 

years of data related to pneumonia and 

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

(COPD) diagnoses.

 In March 2012 Bunkie added another 

first, when it became the first Critical Ac-

cess Hospital in the state to enroll as a 

tive to the LaHIE partnership. The hospital 

is centrally located in the state, with many 

patient referrals going beyond the local area. 

Deville says LaHIE connectivity gives their 

patients choices. “For example, if one of our 

primary care physicians refers a patient to 

a cardiologist in Opelousas, when that pa-

tient returns to our hospital for X-ray and 

lab work, the physician automatically gets 

those results. There is no wait time. That 

will improve patient care as we progress 

with this integration,” notes Deville.

 The LaHIE team is now meeting with 

hospitals, health systems, and other health 

providers throughout out state but contin-

ues to work with the Acadiana region to 

build valued usage of LaHIE. Core services 

include a master patient index, provider 

registry, record locator service, user identi-

ty management and authentication, audit 

trail, and consent management. 

 LaHIE is currently adding features such 

as single sign on; direct secure messaging; 

additional data flowing through HIE (med-

ications, procedures); and facilitation of ad-

ditional functionality with DHH services 

(e.g., public health reporting on immuni-

zations, Medicaid eligibility verification, 

electronic lab reporting, and syndromic 

surveillance). Features to be developed in 

later phases include case management/

analytics, patient access to LaHIE, quality 

reporting capabilities, and interstate ex-

change capabilities. 

 To learn more about LaHIE , contact a 

representative at 225-334-9299 or (toll-

free) 877-676-9298, or by email at lahie@

lhcqf.org.

Cindy Munn is the Executive Director of the Louisiana 
Health Care Quality Forum

Quality
Correspondent

participant in LaHIE. Linda Deville, Chief 

Executive Officer, counts access to both pa-

tient information and specialists as major 

benefits in partnering with LaHIE.

 “It was important to enroll in LaHIE 

because our hospital was already partici-

pating in a health information network, 

and we saw the added value of increased 

access to specialty care,” shares Deville. 

“During Hurricane Katrina much of the 

southern part of the state migrated north. 

When patients arrived at Bunkie General 

some could not speak, and we had no pa-

tient information for many of them. One 

patient, transported by helicopter, was in 

a coma. When the staff opened the purse 

that was with her, they found information 

citing the patient had tuberculosis. We put 

the patient in isolation and did all of the 

precautionary work. However, when the 

patient was able to communicate she said 

the purse was not hers.”

 Based on the information available 

at that time, Deville said the precau-

tions were necessary, adding, “Improved 

patient identification and our ability to 

access patient information is critical in a 

disaster or emergency.”

 Bunkie’s medical staff has been recep-

‘‘It was important to enroll in 
LaHIE because our hospital 
was already participating 
in a health information 
network, and we saw the 
added value of increased 
access to specialty care.
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On June 8 Governor Bobby Jindal signed a 

three-sentence letter authorizing the veto of 

Senate Bill 629. That bill, authored by Senator 

Ronnie Johns (R), outlined key information that 

the Department of Health and Hospitals (DHH) 

would report to the Legislature on an annual basis beginning 

January 2013 regarding the performance of two new programs:  

Governor’s Veto Continues 
Lack of Transparency for 
Healthcare Programs

• Bayou Health Coordinated Care Networks (Medicaid 

privatization program). Bayou Health replaces a state-oper-

ated managed care program called CommunityCARE. Private 

managed care plans have enrolled more than 900,000 Medic-

aid recipients over the past six months. 

• Louisiana Behavioral Health Partnership and Coordinated 

System of Care. LBHP is a privately managed behavioral 

health network that provides mental health and substance 

abuse programs for Medicaid adults and children.

Language in SB 629 explains the need for DHH to share 

health plan performance data with the Legislature:

It is in the best interest of the citizens of the state that the 

Legislature of Louisiana ensure that the Louisiana Medicaid pro-

gram is operated in the most efficient and sustainable method 

possible. With the transition of over two-thirds of the Medicaid 

eligible population from a fee-for-service based program to a man-

aged care organization based program, it is imperative that there 

is adequate reporting from the Department of Health and Hospi-

tals in order to ensure the following outcomes are being achieved: 

 (1) Improved care coordination with patient-centered medical 

homes for Medicaid recipients.

(2) Improved health outcomes and quality of care as measured 

By david Hood

Policy
Correspondent

by metric, such as the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Informa-

tion Set (HEDIS)

(3) Increased emphasis on disease prevention and the early di-

agnosis and management of chronic conditions.

(4) Improved access to Medicaid services.

(5) Improved accountability with a decrease in fraud, abuse, 

and wasteful spending.

(6) A more financially sustainable Medicaid program.

SB 629 also lays out specific categories of data that would 

enable the Legislature to monitor and assess the performance 

of programs that the Legislature itself approved and appropri-

ated billions of dollars for in the state budget. The Governor’s 

terse veto message for SB 629 argues that the legislation “re-

quires duplicative and unnecessary reporting requirements 

for programs” within DHH. Most of the information request-

ed in SB 629 is already planned to be collected on a routine 

basis by DHH from private plan contractors. Additional data 

referenced in the bill would provide better information for 

more thorough legislative oversight.

This is the second time the Legislature has been snubbed in 

its attempt to be engaged in the most important change ever 

made (so far) to the Louisiana Medicaid program. Senate Bill 
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207, authored by Senator Willie Mount (D) in 

the 2011 legislative session, was also vetoed. 

It incorporated language similar to SB629 

for the Bayou Health CCN program but did 

not include the Louisiana Behavioral Health 

Partnership. SB 207 also included a “sunset” 

clause which would have terminated the 

Bayou Health program at the close of 2014. 

That clause was omitted from SB 629 in 2012 

in an attempt to ensure that the bill would 

not be vetoed. The Governor ignored that ol-

ive branch and vetoed the bill anyway.

The voting in favor of passage of both 

bills has been overwhelming. No votes were 

recorded against these bills at any point in 

the legislative process. The final vote on SB 

629 in the 2012 session was 102-0 in the 

House and 38-0 in the Senate. The vote on 

SB 270 in the 2011 session was 100-0 in the 

House and 36-0 in the Senate. Support for 

this legislation this year and last was clearly 

non-partisan.

While the Legislature obviously wants to 

be involved in oversight of these important 

programs, it needs to take a much more ag-

gressive role. The administration’s unwilling-

ness to collaborate on key healthcare policy 

issues with the Legislature and other stake-

holders has been apparent since 2008. The 

Public Affairs Research Council and other 

“government watchdog” agencies have spo-

ken out on this issue.

PAR has made recommendations repeat-

edly since 2009 that the Legislature should 

become an active player—rather than a spec-

tator—with respect to shaping healthcare 

policy and program oversight. A key recom-

mendation from a December 2011 PAR re-

port (“Checkup on Bayou Health”) urges the 

Legislature to form an ad hoc commission to 

provide oversight of state-level reform efforts 

(e.g., Bayou Health), as well as federal reform 

implementation (The Affordable Care Act) 

for Louisiana. Special commissions or com-

mittees can be established by the Legislature 

for specific purposes. That authority should 

be used to appoint an ad hoc commission to 

review issues, make recommendations and 

provide reports related to Bayou Health, the 

Louisiana Behavioral Health Partnership, 

and implementation of the Affordable Care 

Act. If needed, the Legislature’s subpoena 

power can be invoked to obtain documents 

and testimony. Oversight meetings should 

be public and frequent. 

Establishing such a commission would 

put Louisiana in the company of 31 other 

states, including Mississippi and Texas, that 

have either ad hoc or standing committees 

solely for the purpose of addressing health 

policy concerns. Typically, these committees 

were established either by the legislature or 

by executive order of the governor. In almost 

every case the healthcare committee review 

and recommendation process is designed so 

that the executive and legislative branches of 

government work collaboratively, something 

that needs improvement in our state.

There is no shortage of things to do for a 

legislative commission as described above. 

The first order of business would be to con-

duct public forums to ensure an open pro-

cess for state-level changes in vital health 

programs that serve almost a third of Loui-

siana citizens (e.g., Bayou Health and the 

Behavioral Health Partnership). But a flood 

of policy changes from the federal level are 

on the way in the form of the Affordable Care 

Act (ACA) once the Supreme Court rules on 

its constitutionality. At this writing, the 

Court has not announced its decision. 

Most experts anticipate a health policy 

“train wreck” of historic proportions if the 

Court makes major changes, such as finding 

the insurance mandate unconstitutional. 

But almost no one believes that ACA will be 

overturned in its entirety. If that is correct, it 

would dash the hopes of governors in Loui-

siana and 25 other states that have joined 

together in an anti-ACA lawsuit. Regardless 

of the final outcome, all states will have a 

plethora of issues to address. 

A few major items that demand atten-

tion include mandatory insurance coverage, 

health insurance exchanges, Medicaid expan-

sion, and health insurance rate review. These 

topics, together with the Bayou Health and 

Behavioral Health Partnership programs, are 

complex and far-reaching in scope. The state 

level programs combined serve nearly 1.5 

million Louisiana citizens at a cost exceed-

ing $2.5 billion annually. ACA changes will 

impact the entire state population in some 

way, with costs of more than a billion dollars, 

most of it federal funds. Needless to say, all of 

the funds are tax dollars and need to be spent 

effectively and efficiently. 

Louisiana needs active participation of 

all parties in finding solutions to the state’s 

healthcare woes. Policy-making by press 

release and refusal to share factual informa-

tion cannot be accepted. The Governor and 

the Legislature need to work together to en-

sure that real progress is made.

Download the Public Affairs Research 

Council report “Checkup on Bayou Health 

Reform: What Louisiana Needs to Know 

About Medicaid Managed Care Privatiza-

tion” at www.la-par.org. Find the text of 

Senate Bill 629 using the bill locator on the 

Louisiana Legislature website at www.legis.

louisiana.gov.  

David Hood is the Senior Healthcare Analyst, 
Public Affairs Research Council of Louisiana
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LHA Launches HEN
The Louisiana Hospital Association (LHA) has 

launched a statewide Hospital Engagement 

Network (HEN), which focuses on improving 

patient care and reducing healthcare costs 

in the state. The goal of the HEN is to reduce 

avoidable patient harm in nine areas by 40 

percent and readmissions by 20 percent by 

December 2013. Ninety-three Louisiana hos-

pitals have joined the LHA HEN initiative, in-

cluding the local facilities listed below:

1.  AMG Specialty Hospital - Slidell  

 (Formerly LTAC of Washington/St.

 Tammany - Slidell Campus)

2. Crescent City Specialty Hospital of 

 Gretna

3. East Jefferson General Hospital

4. Lakeview Regional Medical Center

5. Louisiana Medical Center & Heart

 Hospital

6. Ochsner Baptist Medical Center

7. Ochsner Medical Center

8. Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner

9. Ochsner Medical Center-North Shore

10. Ochsner Medical Center-West Bank

11. Ochsner St. Anne General Hospital

12. River Oaks Child & Adolescent

 Hospital

13. River Oaks Hospital

14. Slidell Memorial Hospital

15. The Omega Hospital

16. Thibodaux Regional Medical Center

17. Touro Infirmary and Touro

 Rehabilitation Center

18. Tulane - Lakeside Hospital

19. Tulane Medical Center

20. United Medical Healthwest - New

 Orleans, LLC

21. United Medical Rehabilitation

 Hospital

22. West Jefferson Medical Center

The LHA has been awarded a contract, 

in partnership with The Health Research 

& Education Trust (HRET), by the Centers 

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 

to support the Partnership for Patients 

(PfP) campaign. PfP is a national initiative 

launched earlier this year by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services.

HRET is the largest HEN contract in the 

country with over 34 hospital associations 

and 1,600 hospitals participating in its net-

work. There are five HENs operating in Loui-

siana. The LHA has the largest, with 93 par-

ticipating hospitals. 

Over the coming months, best practices 

will be shared with participating hospitals to 

improve quality in the initiative’s 10 targeted 

areas: 

1. Adverse drug events (ADE)

2. Catheter-associated urinary tract

 infections (CAUTI)

3. Central line-associated blood stream

 infections (CLABSI)

4. Injuries from falls and immobility

5. Obstetrical adverse events

6. Pressure ulcers

7. Surgical site infections

8. Venous thromboembolism (VTE) or

 deep vein clots

9. Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP)

10. Preventable readmissions.

For more information on the HEN, visit 

www.healthcare.gov/compare/partnership-

for-patients or www.hret.org.

WJMC Recognized for 
EMR Implementation
West Jefferson Medical Center (WJMC) has 

achieved Stage 6 on the Electronic Medical 

Record (EMR) Adoption ModelSM, accord-

ing to HIMSS Analytics. WJMC reports it is 

one of only 329 hospitals in the country and 

three hospitals in Louisiana to achieve this 

 HospItALrounds
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level. As of the first quarter of 2012, just 6.2 

percent of the more than 5,300 U.S. hospi-

tals tracked by HIMSS Analytics had reached 

Stage 6 on its Electronic Medical Record 

Adoption ModelSM (EMRAM). 

WJMC has created a single electronic medi-

cal record across its continuum of care in the 

inpatient, outpatient, and ambulatory cen-

ters. They utilize advanced capabilities with 

complete digital imaging, voice recognition 

for physician reports, bar coding medication 

administration, computerized physician order 

entry, and clinical decision support. These fea-

tures have resulted in improvements in opera-

tional efficiency, clinical quality, and patient 

safety, reports the hospital.

WJMC has also achieved “closed-loop” 

medication management. Physicians use 

computerized order entry with clinical deci-

sion support to ensure correct medication 

dosing and prevention of drug interactions. 

Pharmacists receive these orders without 

having to decipher handwriting, and use auto-

mated dispensing systems to have individual 

medication doses available on nursing units. 

Nurses use bar coding technology to con-

firm the correct medication for the correct 

patients, and the computer checks all of this 

with the original physician order.

Vandebilt Makes Donation 
to MBp at tGMC
Members of the Vandebilt Catholic High 

School Key Club presented officials at Mary 

Bird Perkins Cancer Center at Terrebone 

General Medical Center (MBPCC at TGMC) a 

check for $547.26 to help fight cancer in the 

community.   

Funds donated to Mary Bird Perkins Can-

cer Center at TGMC are used to provide mul-

tiple FREE cancer screenings, a vast array of 

community education, and support opportu-

nities offered throughout the year.  

st. Charles parish Hospital 
opens New Facility 
In June, St. Charles Parish Hospital celebrat-

ed the grand opening of its new Emergency 

Services facility. The opening is a significant 

milestone in the 53-year history of the hospi-

tal. Features of the facility include 15 multi-

functional patient rooms and five behavioral 

health beds. Designed according to the latest 

recommendations of the Health Care Advi-

sory Board in Washington D.C., this new facil-

ity is structured to efficiently handle surges 

in patient volume, resulting in less wait time. 

Other features include progressive medical 

technology, spacious waiting rooms, and pri-

vate consultation areas. 

One of the most unique features of the 

new Emergency Services facility is the self-

contained hazardous decontamination area. 

Since more than 20 industrial plants are locat-

ed within St. Charles Parish, this addition will 

allow the hospital to efficiently handle many 

chemical-related emergencies.

Warner thomas Will take 
over as ochsner CEo
Ochsner Health System president and chief 

operating officer, Warner Thomas, will suc-

ceed Dr. Patrick Quinlan as the system’s chief 

executive officer, effective September 1, 2012. 

Quinlan, who has led Ochsner Health System 

since 2001, will head the new Ochsner Center 

for Community Wellness and Health Policy, 

and will continue to be on the Ochsner Health 

System Board of Directors. 

Fairway to offer Hand therapy
With the addition of Beth Erwin, OTR/L, CHT, 

to its staff, Fairway Medical Surgical Hospital 

is now offering Hand Therapy services. Er-

win specializes in the treatment of upper ex-

tremity injuries, specifically elbow, wrist, and 

hand. Fairway Medical Hand Therapy is an 

extension of Fairway Medical Physical Thera-

py services and will be located in the Physical 

Therapy facility. 

sMH to Expand ED/
Cardiology Unit 
In May, Slidell Memorial Hospital broke 

ground on a major expansion planned for 

the facility. The 64,000-square-foot, two-

story project will feature an expanded 

Emergency Department on the first floor 

and Cardiology Unit on the second floor. It is 

designed to meet current and future critical 

needs of the community, which continues to 

experience significant population growth, 

especially in the senior citizen age group.

Planning for the expansion project be-

gan in the wake of statistics demonstrating 

the current Emergency Department was 

not adequate to serve the population in 

2010. An estimated 28,000 visitors received 

treatment at the facility that year. Slidell Me-

morial expects ER visits to grow to 36,000 

by 2025. In April 2011, voters in Wards 6, 7, 8, 

and 9 approved a $25 million bond renewal 

to finance construction of a new state-of-

the-art Emergency Room that will increase 

capacity for ER patients by 57 percent and 

shorten wait times. The second floor of the 

expansion will add 38 new inpatient private 

rooms for cardiac care patients. Construc-

tion is scheduled for completion in June 

2013.

stpH Welcomes New physicians
St. Tammany Parish Hospital recently wel-

comed the following physicians to its medi-

cal staff:  

•	Dr.	 John	 “Chip”	 Davis	 Jr.,	 Orthopedic	 

 Surgery, Covington

•	Dr.	Mae	Dumlao,	Hospitalist,	Covington

•	Dr.	Lemuel	Phillips	Jenkins,	

 Gastroenterology, Covington

•	Dr.	James	K.	Joyce,	Hospitalist,	Covington

tGMC Announces pathway 
to Excellence® Designation
Terrebonne General Medical Center (TGMC) 

announced it has achieved Pathway to Excel-

lence® designation by the American Nurses 

Credentialing Center (ANCC). The Pathway 

to Excellence designation identifies the ele-

ments of work environments where nurses 

can flourish. The designation substanti-

ates the professional satisfaction of nurses 

at TGMC and identifies it as one of the best 

places to work.

 As a Pathway to Excellence® designated 

organization, TGMC is committed to nurses, 

to what nurses identify as important to their 
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practice, and to valuing nurses’ contributions 

in the workplace. This designation confirms to 

the public that nurses working at TGMC know 

their efforts are supported. The honor en-

courages other nurses to join their colleagues 

in this desirable and nurturing environment.

ochsner Earns ACR-
AstRo Accreditation
Ochsner Medical Center and Ochsner Baptist 

Medical Center have been awarded a three-

year term of accreditation in radiation oncol-

ogy as the result of a recent review by the 

American College of Radiology (ACR) and 

The American Society for Radiation Oncol-

ogy (ASTRO). Radiation oncology (radiation 

therapy) is the careful use of high-energy ra-

diation to treat cancer. A radiation oncologist 

may use radiation to cure cancer or to relieve 

a cancer patient’s pain. 

The ACR-ASTRO seal of accreditation 

represents the highest level of quality and 

patient safety. It is awarded only to facili-

ties meeting specific Practice Guidelines 

and Technical Standards after a peer-review 

evaluation by board-certified radiation on-

cologists and medical physicists who are ex-

perts in the field. Patient care and treatment, 

patient safety, personnel qualifications, ad-

equacy of facility equipment, quality con-

trol procedures, and quality assurance pro-

grams are assessed.  

LsUHsC physician Goes National 
with Magnet toy Warning
In the wake of an increasing number of 

children swallowing dangerous magnetic 

beads, Dr. R. Adam Noel, associate profes-

sor of Pediatrics at LSU Health Sciences 

Center New Orleans, a pediatric GI specialist 

who practices at Children’s Hospital, is lead-

ing efforts to warn parents of the danger in 

the U.S. and Canada. 

Dr. Noel began collecting cases from his 

colleagues around the country after he per-

sonally saw two cases in a short period of 

time where children had swallowed magnetic 

beads made from Neodymium. These mag-

nets, adapted as “toys” from industry, contain 

the strongest magnetic force on earth. Each 

tiny bead, smaller than a pea, can attract a 

weight of 50 pounds. When they are swal-

lowed separately, they attract each other, kill-

ing whatever tissue is between them. 

Dr. Noel has worked with the Consumer 

Product Safety Commission, the American 

Academy of Pediatrics, and the North Ameri-

can Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, 

Hepatology and Nutrition which produced a 

podcast series with Dr. Noel and his colleagues 

available at http://limelightdc.com/clientarea/

naspghan_magnets_podcast_5_12.

stpH Earns Get with the 
Guidelines Award
St. Tammany Parish Hospital (STPH) recent-

ly earned the American Heart Association/

American Stroke Association’s Get With The 

Guidelines®–Stroke Bronze Quality Achieve-

ment Award, recognizing STPH’s high stan-

dard of stroke care, ensuring STPH stroke 

patients receive treatment according to na-

tional standards. 

STPH developed a way to more rapidly 

diagnose and treat stroke patients admit-

ted through the ER, including always being 

prepared to do brain imaging scans, neurol-

ogy patient evaluations, and clot-busting 

medications, and having the expertise to 

make those clinical decisions at critical times.

Get With The Guidelines is an ongoing self-

evaluation STPH follows to reach and main-

tain 85 percent compliance, a national best 

practice. To earn this award, STPH showed 90 

days of consistent Get With The Guidelines–

Stroke program compliance, including tPA, 

antithrombotics, anticoagulation therapy, 

DVT prophylaxis, cholesterol reducing drugs, 

and smoking cessation.

ochsner Earns top 100 spot
Ochsner Medical Center has been named one 

of the nation’s “100 Great Hospitals” by Beck-

er’s Hospital Review. The list includes a vari-

ety of organizations that serve as anchors of 

wellness in their local communities. Ochsner 

Medical Center is the only hospital in the Gulf 

Coast region to receive the award. 

In addition, Michael Hulefeld, CEO of Och-

sner Medical Center, was honored as one of 

the “100 Leaders of Great Hospitals.” The 

honorees of the “100 Leaders of the Great 

Hospitals” include presidents, CEOs, and di-

rectors who have emphasized organization-

al excellence, patient safety, quality service, 

financial savvy, and an appropriate manage-

ment demeanor, all of which are vital as the 

healthcare industry continues to transition. 

EJGH Attains ACR Accreditation
East Jefferson General Hospital announced 

that it is has earned ACR accreditation from 

the American College of Radiology (ACR). 

Gretchen Bergeron, RN, House Supervisor, 
Laura Poole, RN, Director of Women’s 
Services, Teresita McNabb, RN, Vice President 
of Nursing Services and Lucetta Sweet, 
RN, Director of Critical Care with TGMC’s 
Pathway to Excellence crystal award. 
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The accreditation program was established 

in 1986 as the extension of the Patterns of 

Care Study (PCS) sponsored by the National 

Cancer Institute and is administered by the 

American College of Radiology. ACR accred-

itation is widely recognized as a benchmark 

measure of quality care.

The EJGH Radiation Oncology Program 

includes expert, board-certified clinicians in 

the field of radiation oncology. EJGH is also a 

regional leader in treatment and technology, 

featuring brachytherapy, the Novalis TX and 

Trilogy Stereotactic Radio Surgery Systems, 

the latest PET/CT and the latest skin cancer 

treatment system.

ochsner North shore 
Volunteers Recognized  
Ochsner North Shore celebrated National 

Volunteer Month with special luncheon events 

for hospital and clinic volunteers. In 2011, clinic 

volunteers contributed a total of 1,100 hours 

of their time to assisting patients, families and 

staff at Ochsner Health Center-Covington. 

During the same time, Ochsner Medical Cen-

ter-North Shore volunteers contributed an 

additional 11,826 hours of time to the hospital.  

Eslinger Named tulane 
Medical Center Coo
Jennifer Eslinger has joined Tulane Medical 

Center as Chief Operating Officer. Eslinger 

comes to TMC from Menorah Medical Center 

in the Midwest Region of the HCA MidAmerica 

Division, where she served as COO since 2010. 

In addition to her role as COO of Meno-

rah, Eslinger’s experience includes serving as 

Executive Vice President/COO of St. Francis 

Health Center in Topeka, Kansas; COO and 

Chief Development Officer of South Fulton 

Medical Center in Atlanta; and in roles includ-

ing business development and diagnostic 

imaging administrator for HealthSouth in Bir-

mingham, Ala. Her educational background 

includes a master of business administration 

degree from Terry College of Business at the 

University of Georgia and a bachelor’s degree 

in English and Communication from Georgia 

Southern University.

Bourne Recognized for 30 
Years of CCRN Certification
Geraldine Bourne of St. Charles Parish Hos-

pital in Luling recently received national rec-

ognition for reaching a significant milestone 

in the nursing profession. Since 1982 she 

has consistently maintained CCRN (Criti-

cal Care Registered Nurse) certification of-

fered through AACN (American Association 

of Critical-Care Nurses) Certification Corpo-

ration. Bourne is one of 436 CCRNs being 

honored this year by the corporation and the 

American Association of Critical-Care Nurses 

for 30 years of continuous certification. 

ochsner Conquers Everest
For the third consecutive year, Ochsner Medi-

cal Center was named one of the nation’s 100 

Top Hospitals® and an Everest Award win-

ner by Thomson Reuters. The 100 Top Hos-

pitals® award winners demonstrate top per-

formance on both how patients are cared for 

through clinical measures and how the hospi-

tal performs as an efficient business. 

Within the list, Ochsner Medical Center was 

one of only 12 hospitals to receive the Ever-

est Award, which honors hospitals that have 

achieved both the highest current perfor-

mance and the fastest long-term improve-

ment over five years. 

In addition, Ochsner was one of 15 hospi-

tals named in the “Major Teaching Hospital” 

category among peers such as The Methodist 

Hospital in Houston, Geisinger Medical Center 

in Danville, Pennsylvania, and Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Medical Center. No other hospitals in 

Louisiana made the list. 

WJMC Recognized for 
Quality Heart Failure Care
West Jefferson Medical Center (WJMC) has 

received the 2012 Get With The Guidelines®-

Heart Failure Gold Plus Achievement Award 

from the American Heart Association. The 

“Gold” level recognition signifies that WJMC 

has reached an aggressive goal of treating 

heart failure patients with 85 percent or high-

er compliance for 24 consecutive months 

with the core standard levels of care as out-

lined by the American Heart Association/

American College of Cardiology guidelines 

for heart failure patients. The “Plus” level 

recognition signifies that WJMC achieved 75 

percent or higher for 12 consecutive months 

in 4 of the quality level measures.

EJGH surgeon performs 
Breakthrough surgery
East Jefferson General Hospital announced 

that Dr. Joseph Uddo, Jr., is the first in the re-

gion and one of only a handful of surgeons 

nationwide to perform a robotic single-site 

gallbladder removal using the daVinci Robot-

ic Surgical System. The procedure, through 

the use of robotic technology, allows the sur-

geon to remove the gallbladder through one 

incision in the navel instead of the traditional 

laparoscopic method utilizing multiple inci-

sions. The advantages of the robotic method 

include minimal scarring for the patient, a 

faster recovery, less bleeding, and a lower risk 

of post-surgical infection.

LsU HIV outpatient 
Clinic turns 25 
The Interim LSU Public Hospital HIV Outpa-

tient Program observed its 25th anniversary 

recently at its new location, 2235 Poydras 

Street. With an emphasis on comprehensive 

healthcare, education, research, and spe-

cialty training, the program provides a “one-

stop shop” option for people living with HIV 

Geraldine Bourne
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infection. It also targets disease prevention, 

health promotion and support and coordina-

tion for affected significant others. 

 In HOP’s “one-stop shop” option for HIV 

care, patients have access to an on-site mul-

tidisciplinary medical staff trained specifically 

in HIV/AIDS for primary care, dentistry, gyne-

cology, ophthalmology, psychiatry, pulmon-

ology, pain management, and pediatrics. HOP 

patients also have access on-site to social ser-

vices, mental health counseling, medication 

assistance, pharmaceutical consultation, nu-

trition counseling, phlebotomy, health educa-

tion and adherence counseling. Research and 

administrative personnel complement the 

clinical staff. 

HOP participates in adult, adolescent and 

pediatric clinical trials, including the NIH-

sponsored Pediatric AIDS Clinical Trials Unit 

and INSIGHT, an international HIV clinical 

trials program also sponsored by the NIH. 

HOP researchers also investigate new medi-

cations, sexually transmitted infections and 

topical microbicides, and the risk for specific 

conditions, such as cervical cancer, oral HPV 

infection, and oral pharyngeal candidiasis. 

HOP continues its investigation of the ocu-

lar complications of AIDS. Supported by the 

National Eye Institute, the study is well into 

its second decade. 

West Jeff Receives Chest 
pain Center Accreditation 
West Jefferson Medical Center (WJMC) re-

ceived full accreditation with PCI from the 

Society of Chest Pain Centers (SCPC) on 

March 27, 2012. Accreditation remains in ef-

fect for three years.

The Accredited Chest Pain Center’s pro-

tocol-driven and systematic approach to 

patient management allows physicians to 

reduce time to treatment during the critical 

early stages of a heart attack, when treat-

ments are most effective, and to better moni-

tor patients when it is not clear whether or not 

they are having a coronary event. Such obser-

vation helps ensure that patients are neither 

sent home too early nor needlessly admitted.

The Accredited Chest Pain Center at West 

Jefferson Medical Center has demonstrated 

its expertise and commitment to quality pa-

tient care by meeting or exceeding a wide set 

of stringent criteria and undergoing an onsite 

review by a team of SPCP’s accreditation re-

view specialists. Key areas in which an Ac-

credited Chest Pain Center must demonstrate 

expertise include the following:

• Integrating	 the	 emergency	 department	

with the local emergency medical system

• Assessing,	 diagnosing,	 and	 treating	pa-

tients quickly 

• Effectively	treating	patients	with	low	risk	

for acute coronary syndrome and no assign-

able cause for their symptoms

• Continually	seeking	to	improve	process-

es and procedures

• Ensuring	the	competence	and	training	of	

Accredited Chest Pain Center personnel

• Maintaining	organizational	structure	and	

commitment

• Having	a	functional	design	that	promotes	

optimal patient care

• Supporting	 community	 outreach	 pro-

grams that educate the public to promptly 

seek medical care if they display symptoms of 

a possible heart attack.

oMC-WB Receives American 
Heart Association Gold 
Ochsner Medical Center – West Bank Cam-

pus has been recognized for its exceptional 

care in treating heart failure patients with 

the American Heart Association’s (AHA) Get 

With The Guidelines® Gold Award. OMC-WB 

was one of just a handful of hospitals in the 

state to receive the Gold Award.

This is the third year Ochsner – West Bank 

has received this recognition. 

3D Mammograms Now Available 
at tulane Medical Center
Women who have mammograms at Tulane 

Medical Center (TMC) now have the latest 

diagnostic technology available to them; 

digital 3D mammography, also known as 

digital breast tomosynthesis. TMC says 

it is the first healthcare provider in the re-

gion to feature the state-of-the-art Selenia™ 

Dimensions® digital breast tomosynthesis 

system from Hologic™.

Digital breast tomosynthesis converts digi-

tal mammographic images into a stack of very 

thin layers, building what is essentially a 3-di-

mensional mammogram. 3D Mammograms 

can be used for annual screening or as a diag-

nostic tool to further investigate areas of con-

cern found in a 2-dimensional mammogram. 

touro promotes 
Literacy From Birth
Touro Infirmary and the New Orleans Pub-

lic Library have launched a program to pro-

mote the importance of reading to new 

Family Birthing Center mothers and babies. 

The library’s Born to Read program supplies 

families with information about the value of 

talking and reading to one’s baby, literacy 

tips, how to become a library member, New 

Orleans area library locations and book bor-

rowing facts, plus a new book (available in 

English and Spanish) and stuffed toy for each 

mom and baby. 

All Women giving birth at Touro will re-

ceive a ‘Born to Read’ packet at the hospital. 

      

River parishes Hospital 
Implements stroke 
telemedicine program
Stroke patients at River Parishes Hospital 

now have immediate access to highly spe-

cialized vascular neurologists as the result of 

a partnership between the hospital, the Loui-

siana Department of Health and Hospitals’ 

Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention Pro-

gram (DHH/HDSP), Ochsner Medical Center-

New Orleans, and the American Heart Asso-

ciation/American Stroke Association (AHA).

This partnership was made available 

through grant funding from the U.S. Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention to develop 

and implement a telestroke network in south-

eastern Louisiana. Through this network, 

emergency department physicians have the 

ability to consult immediately with Ochsner 

vascular neurologists 24 hours a day, 7 days 

a week, 365 days a year using telemedicine 

equipment to determine the best treatment 
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options for stroke patients. River Parishes 

Hospital is also participating in the AHA’s Get 

with the Guidelines-Stroke quality improve-

ment program to ensure that the care provid-

ed to stroke patients is aligned with the latest 

scientific guidelines.

When a patient comes into the emergency 

department at River Parishes Hospital with 

the symptoms of an acute ischemic stroke, 

a computer with an advanced webcam will 

be brought to the bedside where the clinical 

team will connect with a vascular neurologist 

on call at Ochsner. The neurologist, patient, 

and clinical team at the hospital can see and 

speak to each other throughout the consult. 

The physician will examine the patient and 

review the CAT scan of the patient’s head, 

providing guidance on advanced treatments 

within minutes.

In many cases, Telestroke consultation 

will allow patients to stay at River Parishes 

Hospital. In more complicated cases the pa-

tient may need to be transferred to Ochsner 

or another facility for specialized treatment. 

Telestroke is still beneficial in these cases be-

cause the neurologist will have already met 

and started treatment on the patient. 

stpH Expands Diabetes 
Education to primary Care
St. Tammany Parish Hospital’s diabetes 

education program is now available to es-

tablished St. Tammany Physicians Network 

patients at its Covington and Mandeville lo-

cations. The diabetes education program is 

designed to allow a patient to talk one-on-

one with a nurse about diabetes, diet, using 

insulin, and glucometers. 

ochsner secures Health 
Care Innovation Award
The Ochsner Clinic Foundation was among 

the first batch of organizations announced 

for Health Care Innovations Awards by 

Health and Human Services (HHS) Secre-

tary Kathleen Sebelius. The awards will sup-

port 26 innovative projects nationwide that 

will save money, deliver high quality medical 

care, and enhance the healthcare workforce. 

The preliminary awardees expect to reduce 

health spending by $254 million over the next 

three years.

Ochsner Clinic Foundation is receiving an 

award of $3,867,944 to help the organization 

better serve almost 1000 acute care stroke 

patients in Jefferson and St. Tammany par-

ishes. The model will employ a stroke man-

agement and quality assurance telemedicine 

system called “Stroke Central.” This system 

will enable care providers to monitor pa-

tients, evaluate outcomes, and check on 

medication and treatment adherence on a 

real time basis. 

The process will allow care providers to 

give telemedical “check-ups” to their pa-

tients, improving acute stroke management, 

improving patients’ quality of life, and lower-

ing cost by reducing complications from uri-

nary tract infections and pneumonia, prevent-

ing readmissions, and replacing outpatient 

visits with estimated savings of almost $5 

million. Over the three-year period, Ochsner 

Clinic Foundation’s program will train an es-

timated 38.2 health care workers and create 

an estimated 12 new jobs. These workers will 

provide tele-consultation, assessment, and 

monitoring support for stroke care.

MBp at stpH Earns 
LIVEstRoNG® Award
Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center at St. Tam-

many Parish Hospital recently announced 

its selection as a LIVESTRONG® Community 

Impact Project Finalist and award recipient. 

The project, created by the Lance Armstrong 

Foundation, will bring proven cancer sup-

port programs to 90 communities across the 

United States.

More than 200 qualified hospitals, cancer 

centers, university students, and community 

organizations in eight regions across the Unit-

ed States were selected to participate in an 

online voting campaign. Over a two-week pe-

riod, more than 450,000 votes were cast and 

Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center at St. Tam-

many Parish Hospital was among the finalists. 

Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center at 

St. Tammany Parish Hospital will use the 

$12,000 award to offer Pillars4Life to can-

cer survivors who are completing their ac-

tive treatment plans. Pillars4Life is a patient/

caregiver support program that has been 

proven to enhance quality of life for cancer 

patients and allows hospitals and their social 

workers to more efficiently triage and attend 

to the psychosocial needs of a much greater 

number of patients. 

North oaks Automates Lab 
North Oaks Medical Center has implemented 

“lab train,” a fully computerized laboratory 

system that uses bar code technology to 

process specimens. The $1.1 million invest-

ment was made to provide a higher level of 

patient safety and quality, and faster, safer 

testing of specimens collected in the hospi-

tal or in physician clinics.  

Laboratory personnel start the process 

by loading specimens into the system. The 

bar code on each test tube is scanned to 

confirm the patient and determine what 

test(s) have been ordered. The samples are 

then transported along the system’s track, 

and are dropped off at “stations” with the 

appropriate equipment for the specific tests 

that the physician ordered. If more tests 

are needed during a patient’s hospital stay, 

specimens are quickly retrieved from the 

system’s storage area, eliminating additional 

blood draw “sticks” and/or sample collec-

tion for the patient. 

Interim LsU public Hospital 
program Receives CADA Award
The Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse for 

Greater New Orleans presented its pres-

tigious Excellence in Prevention Award to 

the Sudden Impact Program at the Interim 

LSU Public Hospital (ILH) at the 15th Annual 

CADA Award Luncheon. The award recogniz-

es an organization that has made a significant 

contribution to substance abuse treatment 

and/or prevention. The Louisiana State Police 

and ILH Level 1 Trauma Center together con-

duct the program. 

Held within the Trauma Center, the seven-

hour program for high school sophomores 
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allows teens to witness first-hand the devas-

tation of motor-vehicle crash injuries and fa-

talities due to driving under the influence of 

alcohol or drugs, distracted driving and driv-

ing unrestrained. Trauma victims, ILH medi-

cal staff, and state troopers give students di-

rect exposure to this devastation. Their most 

unique experience is visiting a patient in the 

Trauma ICU or Emergency Department. 

Two years ago, the program expanded. 

It’s now in Our Lady of the Lake Medical 

Center in Baton Rouge, Touro Infirmary in 

New Orleans, Leonard J. Chabert Medical 

Center in Houma, St. Tammany Parish Hos-

pital and Lakeview Regional Medical Center 

in Covington. The expansion also includes 

mock crashes conducted at all schools par-

ticipating in Sudden Impact, mock trials to 

reinforce mock crash content, and parent 

education, including a mock crash demon-

stration. Thirteen high schools participate in 

the program at ILH. In 2011-2012, 1500 stu-

dents took part. In the 14 years of the pro-

gram’s existence, no student who took the 

course died in a motor vehicle crash while in 

high school. 

MBp at stpH Receives 
three-Year Accreditation 
with Commendation
The American College of Surgeon’s Commis-

sion on Cancer (CoC) recently visited Mary 

Bird Perkins Cancer Center at St. Tammany 

Parish Hospital and conducted an on-site 

evaluation. During this visit, St. Tammany Par-

ish Hospital received a Three-Year Accredita-

tion with Commendation as a community 

hospital cancer program. Mary Bird Perkins 

Cancer Center received a Three-Year Accred-

itation with Commendation as an integrated 

cancer program. 

During the evaluation by a physician sur-

veyor, the Center demonstrated a Commen-

dation level of compliance with one or more 

standards that represent the full scope of the 

cancer program, including cancer committee 

leadership, cancer data management, clinical 

services, research, community outreach, and 

quality improvement. 

North oaks physician Group 
opens Walk-In Clinic 
The new North Oaks Walk-In Clinic-Poncha-

toula has opened at 530 West Pine Street, 

Suite 1. Members of the North Oaks Physician 

Group team will provide treatment for most 

illnesses and minor injuries for infants (age 3 

months+) to senior adults.

Quinlan Named in top 
physician Leaders
Patrick Quinlan, MD, CEO of Ochsner Health 

System, has been named in the top “100 Phy-

sician Leaders of Hospitals and Health Sys-

tems” by Becker’s Hospital Review. Physician 

leaders were selected based on their health-

care experience, awards they’ve received, 

and their commitment to quality care. Dr. 

Quinlan was the only recipient in the Gulf 

Coast Region.

Refinancing of sMH Bonds 
Will save taxpayer Dollars
At its most recent meeting, the Slidell Me-

morial Hospital Board of Commissioners ac-

cepted a low bid from CapitalOne Bank of 2.2 

percent for the advance refunding/refinanc-

ing of $5.98 million in outstanding general 

obligation bonds. “Essentially, this means the 

taxpayers will save $573,570 because they’ll 

pay a much lower interest rate for the remain-

ing 12 years on the bond payment schedule,” 

said SMH Chief Executive Officer Bill Davis.

This news followed January action in 

which bonds financing the construction of 

the expanded emergency room and cardiac 

care unit were sold at the low bid interest 

rate of 2.77 percent, amounting to a savings 

of $1,975,830 in interest over the life of that 

bond.  

Carbajal Assumes 
New post at EJGH
Donna Carbajal, RN, RRT, MBA, has been 

promoted to East Jefferson General Hospital 

Director of Quality and Organizational Effec-

tiveness. Carbajal has 36 years of experience 

in healthcare and has specialized in quality 

and patient safety initiatives as well as in gov-

ernmental accreditations and Lean process 

improvement methodology.  

ochsner Installs “Babycam”
Ochsner Medical Center now offers a free 

webcam service in both the Neonatal In-

tensive Care Unit (NICU) and the Labor and 

Delivery unit, thanks to a donation from the 

Brees Dream Foundation. The cameras pro-

mote family bonding and parental peace 

of mind during the difficult time that a new 

baby may have to remain in the hospital’s 

NICU after his mother has gone home. Och-

sner Medical Center is the only hospital in 

the state with the nicview service and one of 

the first nationally to use the system in areas 

outside of the NICU.

Ochsner currently has a total of 53 cam-

eras installed – 42 in NICU and 11 in Labor 

and Delivery. The Labor and Delivery unit 

cameras allow parents to virtually “share” 

the first moments after birth with family 

members and friends.

Medical Office Specialist Angie Perrin, 
Radiology Technologist/Medical Assistant 
Michelle Acosta, Dr. Catherine Laborde, 
Medical Assistant Chanta Bryant, and Clinic 
Manager Deborah Robert prepare to welcome 
patients to the new North Oaks clinic.
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Book

Brain Power 
by Michael J. Gelb and Kelly Howell
c.2012, New World Library  

$14.95 / $16.95 Canada  

230 pages

Once upon a time, you thought Grandma 

was old.

It was easy to think that when you 

were small, and short in both stature and 

brains. Grandma had to be, oh, probably 

50-something then; nowhere near as an-

cient as you figured her to be. What’s fun-

ny is that you’re now around the same age 

as Grandma was when you thought she 

was a fossil, and “old” seems very far away.

So how do you keep that mindset?  

How can you stay sharp and mentally ac-

tive for the rest of your life?  Find the an-

swers in the new book “Brain Power” by 

Michael J. Gelb and Kelly Howell.

Let’s face it: from the moment you were 

born, you started to get old. Resistance, 

as they say, is futile so the first thing you 

can do to age well is to give up the idea 

that you’ll ever find The Fountain of Youth.

The good news, say the authors, is 

that your brain is designed to improve 

throughout life and it won’t wear out. 

Brain matter benefits from “plasticity,” 

which means you can even raise your 

IQ and sharpen your memory if you use 

what’s in your noggin. 

The biggest thing you can to do to help 

age-proof your brain, according to Gelb 

and Howell, is to maintain a positive atti-

tude. Studies show that staying engaged 

in the world around you, cultivating child-

like curiosity, looking for positive expec-

tations, and being upbeat can improve 

memory and mental well-being. Those 

tips also help your physical state and can 

lower blood pressure.

Practice GFH (gratitude, forgiveness, 

and humor). Notice your surroundings 

and try to learn something new every day. 

Change your way of looking at aging by 

changing the way you talk about it: you 

are not a “geezer” or a “granny.” You are 

an elder or a matriarch.

Challenge yourself. Learn a musical in-

strument or a new language. Stay active, 

stay hydrated, and eat well. Get outside 

at least 30 minutes a day. Cherish your 

friends and maintain relationships.

And if all else fails, learn to juggle. It’s 

fun, and it entertains the grandchildren.

“Brain Power” is filled with great tips and 

ideas for maintaining a youthful presence, 

no matter how much past youth you get. 

Authors Michael J. Gelb and Kelly Howell 

present some interesting and easy-to-do 

ways to keep active, both physically and 

mentally, and they even offer some “brain 

sync audio” downloads that you can use 

to help keep your grey matter from sink-

ing into the blues.

The problem is that most of this has 

been written about already – a lot. That 

doesn’t make it bad information; it’s good, 

in fact, but it’s been around the block a 

>>Reviews by The BOOkwOrm

Beyond the magic Bullet:  
The Anti-Cancer Cocktail
by Raymond Chang, MD
c.2012, Square One Publishers   

$16.95 / $19.95 Canada  

190 pages, includes appendices and index

You’re feeling a little like a warrior.

Every day, it’s another battle. You’ve 

got your fierce-face on and yes, you win 

most times, but combat takes a lot out of 

you. Still, your doctor has your back, and 

there’s no way you’re giving up this fight 

with cancer.

But what if your weapons gained pow-

er, mid-skirmish?  What if you could bring 

a whole arsenal to do battle with the dis-

ease?  In the new book “Beyond the Magic 

Bullet: The Anti-Cancer Cocktail” by Ray-

mond Chang, MD, you’ll find out how.

More than forty years ago, the National 

time or two.

I think if you’re new to these ideas and 

this is the first book you’ve considered on 

the topic, what you’ll find in “Brain Power” 

will be revolutionary. If you’ve read other 

books like this one, though, this stuff is al-

ready old.

Corner
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Cancer Act declared “war” on one of the 

most dreaded diseases known. In the past 

four decades, we’ve learned a lot about 

cancer, but we still can’t completely cure it. 

What complicates things for research-

ers is that there is no one cancer (there are 

over 100 distinct ones) and each can mu-

tate differently, depending on the patient.  

Therefore, since there is no singular can-

cer, there is no singular treatment.

“Simply put,” says Chang, “the current 

strategy and standards for treating can-

cer are inadequate.”  He points out that 

there are four basic common treatments 

for cancer now (radiation, chemotherapy, 

surgery, and hormone therapy) but these 

treatments alone are not working well 

enough. He advocates a “cocktail” to at-

tack the disease.

What would happen, he says, if two or 

more “specialized cancer therapies” are 

added to a “classic” treatment?  Or how 

might Eastern medicine help kill cancer 

cells if used in conjunction with Western 

medicine?  Many cancer treatments are 

ministered one at a time; what would hap-

pen if several methods were used simul-

taneously to “achieve the critical mass 

needed to… reverse the tide”? We know 

the latter course of action works with HIV; 

why not with cancer?

Chang says that you may already be 

consuming foods and medicines that 

could enhance treatment; many off-label 

medicines do double-duty. Conversely, 

you may need to embrace a macrobiotic 

diet and eliminate artificial ingredients or 

processed foods while under a physician’s 

care.

Find the right doctors to work with you 

and to tailor your treatment, Chang says. 

Become informed. Set goals and use con-

ventional medicine “as a backbone.”  And 

be sure your entire plan is evidence-based 

and “synergistic,” not “antagonistic.”

When a doctor says the C-word to 

someone, it’s natural that they panic and 

think the worst. If it’s happened to you, 

though, take a deep breath. Then take a 

look at this book.

“Beyond the Magic Bullet” makes a lot 

of sense. Author and oncologist Raymond 

Chang advocates something radically dif-

ferent, his words are soothing and reas-

suring, and it’s empowering for patients to 

take the cancer-bull by the horns.

But will Chang’s methods work?

I couldn’t say, but “Beyond the Magic 

Bullet” may be the weapon one needs for 

a fighting chance at survival.

The Bookworm is Terri Schlichenmeyer.

Receive weekly updates on healthcare 
news in the Greater New Orleans 

area. To become a subscriber simply  
navigate to our website and sign up.

www.HealthcareJournalNO.com

Stay in the know, 
with HJNO eNews

 of New Orleans
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automotive 
Porsche of New Orleans • 2
3700 North Causeway Blvd.
Metairie, LA 70002
504.832.2112
neworleans.porschedealer.com

Ray Brandt Infiniti • 75
3700 North Causeway Blvd.
Metairie, LA 70002
504.832.2005
www.raybrandtinfiniti.com

Behavioral health 
River Oaks Hospital • 76
1525 River Oaks West
New Orleans, LA 70123
800.336.1740
www.riveroakshospital.com

home health 
Personal Homecare Services • 41
6869 Hwy. 84 W.
Ferriday, LA 71334
877.336.8045
www.personalhomecare.net

hospitals 
east Jefferson General  
Hospital • 25
4200 Houma Blvd.
Metairie, LA 70006
504.454.4000
www.ejgh.org 

Fairway Medical • 49
67252 Industry Ln.
Covington, LA 70433
985.809.9888
www.fairwaymedical.com

Ochsner Medical Center • 3
1514 Jefferson Hwy.
New Orleans, LA 70121
1.866.OCHSNER
www.ochsner.org

ochsner Baptist medical Center
2700 Napoleon Ave.
New Orleans, LA 70115
504.899.9311
www.ochsner.org/baptist

ochsner medical Center-Kenner
180 W. Esplanade Ave.
Kenner, LA 70065
504.468.8600
www.ochsner.org/kenner

ochsner medical Center-
West Bank Campus
2500 Belle Chasse Hwy.
Gretna, LA 70056
504.392.3131 TDD 504.207.1226
www.ochsner.org/westbank

ochsner medical Center- 
North shore
100 Medical Center Dr. 
Slidell, LA 70461
985.649.7070
www.ochsner.org/northshore

St. Tammany Parish Hospital • 31
1202 S. Tyler St.
Covington, LA 70433
985.898.4000
www.stph.org 

Touro Infirmary • 11
1401 Foucher St.
New Orleans, LA 70115
504.897.8651
www.touro.com

iNsuraNCe - health 
Blue Cross & Blue shield  
of Louisiana • 17
5525 Reitz Ave.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
225.295.3307
www.bcbsla.com

Louisiana Health Plan • 21
P.O. Drawer 83880
Baton Rouge, LA 70884
225.926.6245
www.lahealthplan.org

iNsuraNCe -  
professioNal 
The Physicians Trust • 33 
4646 Sherwood Common Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
225.272.4480
www.thephysicianstrust.com

Practice Protection Fund • 7 
620 Lotus Dr.
Mandeville, LA 70471
800.758.1690
www.practiceprotection.org

mediCal soCieties 
louisiana state medical  
Society • 61 
6767 Perkins Rd.
Ste. 100  
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
800.375.9508
www.lsms.org

paiN maNaGemeNt 
Parish Pain Specialists, LLC • 5 
4500 Clearview Pkwy.  
Ste. 101
Metairie, LA 70006
504.779.5558
www.parishpainspecialists.com

Quality improvemeNt 
louisiana health Care Quality 
Forum • 35
8550 United Plaza Blvd.  
Ste. 500
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
225.334.9299
www.lhcqf.org

To discuss advertising opportunities, 
email advertise@healthcare 
journalno.com or call (225) 302-7500





Childhood and adolescence can be a difficult period both for children and 

parents. It is not always easy to distinguish between normal behavior and 

behavior of concern.

 If you feel that any of the following actions are playing a major part in your 

child’s life and are limiting his or her ability to interact with their peers, please 

call River Oaks Hospital:

•	 Increased	irritability	and	mood	swings

•	 Increased	agitation	and	anger

•	 Dangerous	behavior	

•	 Changes	in	eating	and	sleeping	habits	

The Child and Adolescent program at River Oaks Hospital treats individuals 

ages 6 through 17 in an environment that is safe and therapeutic. Every 

individual is provided with a variety of opportunities to learn new skills and 

how to achieve success. River Oaks Hospital has been a provider of psychiatric 

services to children, adolescents and adults for more then 40 years. At River 

Oaks, your child will receive quality treatment which consists of:

•	 Individualized	treatment	plan

•	 Family,	group	and	individual	

		 therapy

•	 Medication	management

•	 Art,	music,	recreational	and	

		 play	therapies

If you need a free assessment of your child by a licensed professional, call 

us at 504-734-1740. 

•	 Discharge	planning	and	 	

	communication	with	an	

	 outpatient	treatment	team.

•	 Specialized	groups	addressing		

	 issues	of	sexual	abuse,		 	

	 substance	abuse	and	aggression.

InPatIent ServIceS Include
• Child and Adolescent - ages 6 to 17

• Substance Abuse Treatment

• General Adult Psych

• Eating Disorders

• Trauma Program

• Senior Care Program

• Military Substance Abuse Treatment

day treatment
• Partial Hospitalization Program

• Intensive Outpatient Program

Medicaid, Medicare, Tricare and most private insurances  
are accepted

•	 Drug	and	alcohol	use

•	 Thoughts	of	self	harm	 	

•	 Attempts	of	suicide	 	

•	 Thoughts	of	harming	others

www.riverOaksHospital.com
1525 River Oaks Road West • New Orleans, LA 70123  •  504-734-1740  •  800-366-1740  •  fAx 504-733-7020


